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But as I was saying . . if ever
a national award is presented for
"America's Friendliest Qty," Fulton would win hands down.
Why am I writing plaudits this
week' Maybe it's because I've
been doing a little more getting
around town than I usually do.
And maybe it's because I have
seen the completely happy looks on
the faces of those people who have
"come back to Fulton to live or
for a visit."
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It is the good fortune of both the
financial institution and the city of
Owensboro that Jim has chosen to
make the move to private industry.
Jim Zimmerman is well known
in the West Kentucky and Fulton
area. He has been here many times
for a variety of reasons, all of them
connected with his interest in the development of our community. He is
an indefatigable worker,a superb and
effective organizer and an outstanding executive.
In addition, he is a loyal.Ken-

tuckian with an almost insatiable desire to make Kentucky one of America's most progressive states, a goal to
which he has already contributed
more than his share of effort,
His absence from the nerve center of Kentucky's development programs will be keenly felt in many
areas. Here in the twin cities we shall
feel his departure even more because
of the tremendous work Jim has done
to further the program of the Partners for the Alliance in Kentucky, an
organization in which our Banana
Festival is vitally interested.
We wish Jim Zimmerman the
very best of success in his new career. It is our hope that his duties will
permit him to continue even a few
of his multitude of interests. If so,
then we look forward with pleasure
to future associations with him, working in those endeavors in which we
have a common interest, and to which
he has contributed so much.

That statement had a rather odd
ring, but he backed up his remarks by
producing factual figures recently
prepared by the Kentucky Association of Insurance Agents.
For a change, the statistics made
In accident of some kind.
Auto insurance rates are made
by people who drive cars. You, like
every other motorist, have a hand in
determining how much you pay for
your insurance. You can help keep
rates down by:
— Urging your legislators and
law enforcement authorities to make
and enforce adequate traffic laws
aimed at taking dangerous drivers off
the roads and keeping them off.
-- Refusing to deal with repairmen and others who "pad" insurance
claims. The extra dollars they cost insurance companies force premiums
up.
— Above all, being a safe driver.
The size of auto insurance premiums
depends on the amount of money insurance companies have to pay for
claims. And every claim represents
an accident of some kind.
— Between the end of 1961 and
the end of 1964, the number of motor
vehicles registered in Kentucky rose
from 1,229,921 to 1,430,299 — an increase of 16 percent.
— But, during those same three
years, the total number of auto accidents, killing and maiming people
and damaging and destroying property, jumped from 42,106 to 72,400—
up 72 percent.

accident, you are affected by these
alarming statistics ...
— Your life ana tne lives of your
family are in greater danger—even if
you are a "safe" driver. When accident rates go up, the highways are
more dangerous for everyone.
— Your money — the premiums
you pay for your auto insurance —
helps pay for these accidents. Your
premiums help pay for accidents
caused by other motorists in your
community, just as their premiums
will pay for your accident if you have
one. More accidents—combined with
higher auto repair and medical costs
—mean higher insurance premiums.
Because the basic principal of insurance is the sharing of risks, all insured motorists share the cost of rising accident rates. But the drivers
who cause the accidents also face:
— Additional increases in their
individual insurance premiums. To
spread the costs equitably, insurance
companies assign the lowest premiums to drivers with clear safety records, and higher premiums to drivers with poor records.
— A "tight" insurance market.
Premiums collected by auto insurance companies in Kentucky are falling short by millions of dollars a year
of the amounts the companies pay for
claims and costs of doing business in
the state. As a result, many companies cannot afford to insure the poorer
risks.
— Loss of driving privilege. Accidents and violations of traffic laws
can cost drivers their licenses.

I want to live and work and plan
With the great crowd surging by,
To mingle with the common man,
No better or worse than I.
— Silas H. Perkins
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GUIDE TO SCIENCE, by Isaac
Asimov. Professor Asimov has
been described as one of the rare
persoru who combine extraordinary writing ability with wide
knowledge and understanding of
science. He writes simply, clearly
arid with infectious enthuiaam.

liarary Carmenby Miss Jessie Orgain
"Science
lame;

without

religion

is

A FEW TITLES FOUND 114 THE
SCIENCE SECTION

Religion
blind."

without

science

is

SCIENCE. THE NEVER-ENDING QUEST, by William C. VetSara. The author vividly portrays
how great scientists of all ages added bits and pieces of scientific
knowledge to construct the amazing world we know today.

Last week this column featured
religious books, Some books on
science are being emphasized this
week. A display of science related
books is to be seen in the library.
Time and space will not permit
naming of the many other inter.
estiug, ones to be found on the
shelves. This collection is not highly technical but titles of a more
specific nature may be secured
for patrons for the asking.

BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Dean
"The thief corneth not, but for to
steal, and to kill, and to destroy: I am
come that they might have life and
that they might have it more abundantly." John 10:10
Only the divine God has the real
definition of life, and real living is
found alone in the resurrected Christ."And could not find what they
might do: for all the people were very
attentive to hear him." Luke 19:48
Christ is deserving of a fair
hearing in every life today. Let him
speak to your heart. "No man ever
spoke like this maxi""Sing and rejoice,0 daughter of
Zion: for, lo, I come, and I will dwell
in the midst of thee, saith the Lord."
Zechariah 2:10
God is now willing to have a
very definite part in our lives but if
we ignore it, we definitely will have
no part in His future.

WITH AN ADDITIONAL 85.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING MILK 8. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.

:

FULTON'S

Albert Einstein

A PLANET CALLED EARTH.
by George Gamow. The latest findings and theories about the life history of our world are reflected
here, from its birth millions of
years ago to its death in the tardistant future.
THE

INTELLIGENT

MAN'S

FROM THE FILES:--

Turning Back The Clock—
March 1, 1946
Farmers from every section of Fulton County gathered 350 strong for the first postwar annual convention
of the Farm Bureau, held Friday night, February 22, in
the auditorium of Cayce High School. A varied and interesting program was conducted.
Starting today, March 1, plans will be pushed for
the organization of a Utopia Club in Fulton, according
to Miss Margaret Howard, home demonstration agent.
Utopia club work is open to young men and women between the ages of 19 and 30, who are interested in home
and farm improvement.
South Fulton won many top honors in the Obion
County basketball tournament held at Union City.
Three players from the girls' South Fulton Angels were
chosen on the first team - Moore and Cunningham, forwards, and M. Jones, guard, on the all-star team. Two
Red Angels players, Dedmon and Cashion, were chosen
as guards on the second team, all stars. Sammy Haddad
was chosen on the first all-star team, and C. D. Jones on
the second team.
Leroy Castelaw, formerly of Brownsville, is the
new supervisor with U-Tote-Em Grocery and D. J. Hill
is manager of the Fulton store, succeeding Elwood Gorman, who has returned to manage the Mayfield store.
Out for a good time and buoyant with youth, five
young people, all in their teens, were crossing the railroad tracks at Browder's crossing in a 1938 Plymouth,
when their machine was struck by a northbound IC
passenger train last Saturday night. Injured were Harold B. Ford, 18, of Dukedom, driver of the car; Fannie
Rose Shelton, 17, of Cuba; Charles Farmer, 18, of Duke-
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Lost Tribes
Irish Folks

Hic
For
Ele
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by Irvin S Cobb

(Fourth in • Serbs)
The first settlement of Engli,hspeaking Catholics beyond the
shiny Mountains was not locatrd
in the North. but in the South and
my own State of Kentucky At
that. It endures today, after having
given to this country one of its
greatest
and
most
scholarly
churchmen, Bishop Spalding. The
children of the pioneers of Ken.
lucky. almost without exception,
learned their first lemons in log
cabins under the teachings of that
strange but gifted race of men, the
wandering frith schoolmasters,
who founded the old field schools
of the South and to whom the
South is largely indebted for the
seeds of its culture.
Irishmen from Kentucky, VII*.
Pennaylvania and Maryland
bore the brunt of the western cam.
',alga' in 11112 against the British.
Irishmen from Kentucky fell duck
at the disastrous battles of the
Thames and the Raisin, and their
Irish bones today rest In that
ground, sanctifying it and matins
of it an American shrine of patrio
him It was the band of a Kentucky Irishman, Colonel Richard
Johnson, afterwards Vice Prest.
dent of the United States, that
slew the great Tecumseh. A good
share of the Kentucky and Tennes•
see riflemen who at New Orleans
stood behind Andy Jackson's cotton bale breastworks, moving
Packenham's Peninsular
down
Veterans and males their red
coats redder Mill with the We
blood of those invaders, were
Irishmen, real Irishmen. They
proved their Irish lineage by the
fact that they fell out and quarreltCuatintted ON Pepe Three,
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I want to lend a helping hand
Over the rough and steep
To a child too young to understand To comfort those who weep.

Insurance Agent Proves That Customers, NOT
AGENTS, Determine Auto Insurance Premiums
In talking with a local insurance
agent recently, complaining about the
high cost of automobile insurance, he
nodded agreement, then added: "Customers, not insurance agents, set the
rate of the insurance premiums."

.....
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THE COMMON ROAD
I want to travel the common road
With the great crowd surging by,
Where there's many a laugh and many a load,
And many a smile and sigh.
I want to be on the common way
With its endless tramping feet,
In the summer bright and winter gray,
In the noonday sun and heat.
In the cool of evening with shadows nigh,
At dawn, when the sun breaks clear,
I want the great crowd passing by,
To ken what they see and hear.
I want to be one of the common herd,
Not live in a sheltered way;
Want to be thrilled, want to be stirred—
By the great crowd day by day;
To glimpse the restful valleys deep,
To toil up the rugged hill.
To see the brooks which shyly creep,
To have the torrents thrill.
I want to laugh with the common man
Wherever he chance to be,
I want to aid him when I can
Whenever there's need of me.

Jim Zimmerman Will Be Missed In Kentucky's
Chamber Of Commerce; His Was A Great Work
The resignation of James C.
Zimmerman as executive vice-president of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce leaves a hard-to-fill place
in that organization. Jim, as he is
known to every business, civic and
industrial leader in Kentucky, has
been elected to the newly created
post of Executive Vice President of
the Owensboro National Bank in that
Kentucky city.

.11

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES, by
Guy Murchie. Of this book Lulu
Asimov writes: . "One can only
stand amazed at the breadth of
Mr. Murchie's understanding and
his ability to put facts and speculations of silence into colorful and
noo4echnical language."
WE ARE NOT ALONE, by Walter Sullivan. In this search for intelligent life on other worlds we
have a fascinating history. riot only
of man's longing to reach beyond
this world for a better one, but a
report showing just where we are
today in the age-old quest.
GOOD DIGGING, by Dorothy
and Joseph Samachson. Fascinat•
ing reading for young people and
adults as well will be found in this

book which is a liberal education in
archaeology, in the sister sciences
and is a career book also
LIFE'S KEY . DNA, by Carleen
Maley Hutchins. This is a fine
presentation of the key facts that
are known about DNA and the role
it plays in heredity, told simply
and accurately.
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THE FOSSIL BOOK, by Carroll
Lane Fenton and Mildred k Fenton The exciting story of plants,
animals and lesser creatures during the past two billion years.
BIRDS OF THE WORLD. by
Oliver L. Austin, Jr. The latest
and best information about birds,
magnificently illustrated with MU
paintings by Arthur Singer.
THE BUTTERFLY BOOK. by W.
J. Holland. Includes all the butterflies of North America from the
polar regions to the Gulf of Men
ico. Each species is illustrated.
FAMILIAR FRESHWATF.It
FISHES OF AMERICA, by Ho.
1Continved or. Peg, Threes

dom, and Ella Watson, 15, of Farmington.
Mary Sue
Wiggins, 16, of Cuba, the other occupant of the
car, escaped without injury.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wall of Chestnut Glade
munity, announce the marriage of their daughter, comMiss
Mary Louvenia Wall, to James Hazelwood,
son of Mr
and Mrs. Homer Hazelwood, of Martin.
The ceremony
was performed Friday, February 22, at
by Rev. T. A. Duncan, of Martin, Baptistthe noon hour.
minister.
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From Latham: Bates Byars, who has
been discharged recently, and Miss Wandaline
Roberts, both of Dukedom, were married February 18 by
Esq. Rice Mayo
Bates is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Byars, while his
bride is the daughter of Mrs. Lois
Roberts.

will

From Crutchfield: Account both
teachers here being sick, school has been dismissed
Thurman Howell was teaching in for a week. Mrs.
place, but no one available for Mrs. Mrs. Joe Luten's
Veatch's place.
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From Route 3, Fulton: Gardening
English peas, cabbage, etc. Visit this time is here for
section and you'll
see what we mean.
J. C. Foster and wife celebrated
their 44th wedding
anniversary Saturday, February 23,
and received two
nice boxes of candy from their
daughter in Wyandotte.
Michigan.
From Cayce: Sgt. and Mrs.
nounce the birth of a daughter, Johnnie Stayton anThursday, February 21.
Mrs. Stayton will be remembere
d as Miss Helen Ruth
Cruce.
The community is glad to
James T. Roberts and family. Hewelcome Mr. and Mrs
has been away in service two years and is resuming
his position of instructor
of Veteran Administration of
farmers' course.
From Austin Springs: Miss
her tonsils removed at Haws Marlene Ainsley had
Memorial Hospital the
past week by Dr. C. A. Bell.
She is now at home and doing nicely.
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Hickman Legion LOST TRIBES
Forms Auxiliary,
Elects Officers

Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love

(Continued from Page Two)
ed with Old Hickory, because he
denied them all the credit for winning the fight, and he quarreled
back, for he was by way of being
an Irishman himself.
It was a Kentucky Irishman, Dr.
The American Legion Post 57
and the newly organized Legion Ephraim McDowell, who performAuxiliary of Aubra Townsend Post ed the first operation for ovario57 enjoyed • pot luck supper at tomy - performed It on a kitchen
the Legion Hall, in Hickman table with a mad husband standing
Thursday evening, February 17th. over him with a drawn revolver,
if his wife
The following r linent officers threatening to shoottim
knife. But he went
for the Legion Auxiliary were died under the
successful
a
elected: President — Miss Louise ahead and it was
brought reMethe; 1st Vice President—Mrs. oderation, and it has
sanity to millions
I.averne Fleming; 2nd Vice Presi- lief and life and
all over the world.
dent—Mrs. Dorothy Sutton; Secre- of uomen
Kentucky Irishman and
a
was
It
Treaeur
Stewart;
Rose
tors—Mrs.
O'llara, who
er—Mrs. Anna Lynn Cole; Histor- a soldier, Theodore
the most beautiful
ian—Mrs. Susie Cruce; Chaplin— penned -perhaps
the
certainly
and
Mrs. Clarice Dedman; Sergeant at lyric poem,
to the brave of
arms—Mrs. Doris Holly; Tele- sweetest tribute
our language, the immortal "thyphone—Mrs. Myrtle ,Hollis.
Dead."
A new charter is being set up ouac of the
It was another Kentucky Irishto
eligible
are
who
ladies
and all
poet-priest,
saintly
become a member, either on their man. the
whose hand wrote
own service record or that of their Father Ryan,
fondest poems in memfather, husband, son or brother, those two
Lost Cause, —The Conare urged to contact any of the ory of the
and "The Sword
above ladies by the next !netting, quered Banner"
Lev."
E.
Robert
which will he another pot-luck sup- of
it wan a KenWar
Civil
the
In
Hall,
Legion
at
the
per meeting,
and Irish descent
St. Patrick's Day, March 17th, at tuckian of Scotch
Abraham LinNorth
the
led
who
7,00 P. M.
KenAt this meeting Mr. and Mrs. J. coln - and it was another
and Scotch
Irish
of
mingled
tuckian
Harold Brown of the Burns, Ky.
Davis - who was
Post and Auxiliary have been in- blood - Jefferson
the Confederacy.
vited to attend and help install the the President of
Collins said the
historian
The
of
years
18
ladies
new officers. All
lawyers Kentucky
age and over, whose loved one Is five greatest
Barry, Rowan,
were
produced
ever
a Legionaire or who is eligible to
ge and Bledsoebecome a Legion member, may Haggin, Breckenrid
one Indian
and
names
Irish
four
join now and become a charter
yet these five have
member of Aubra Townsend Post name - and
too.
ns,
Anglo-Saxo
No 51 American Legion Auxiliary. been called
What is true of Kentucky is to
Dues for the Legion is $5.00 per
of the
true
less degree
year and 8.1 00 for Auxiliary mem- a greater or
South. It was an Irish
bers (18 years of age and up, or rest of the
Patrick Henry, who
married though under 18). As Virginian,
the first keynote of the
soon as the unit gets better organ- sounded
, and, at the
Revolution
American
members
junior
for
ized a drive
life, by his words paved
will also be on. The fee for their risk of his
on of
the
Decelerati
for
way
the
upon.
dues is yet to be decided
Tbe South Carolina
The Legion Auxiliary hopes to be Independence.
first
Calhoun,
C.
John
Irishman,
very active and do much to help
the slogan of Nullification,
promote the activities of the Le- raised
AnIrishman,
another
was
it
and
gion and also to Arty, to carry out
of Tennessee, who
projects for the beautification and drew Jackson
him
hang
to
Eternal
the
betterment of our community. We swore by
than Haman if he carried
can use every eligible Legionaire higher
and Auxiliary member. All work- oat his plan.
Tonight you have heard a tribute
Mg together, we can accomplish
deserved one, to Little Phil
much in the service of our com- and a
Sheridan of the North, but I want
munity and our country.
to couple his name with that of a
Southern Irishman, the son of an
Irish refugee, Pat Cleburne of
Arkansas, one of the most gallant
leaders that the Civil War produced. Pat Cleburne died on one of
Lie bloodiest battlefields of Christ.
eiidom in his stocking feet because
as he rode into battle that morning he saw one of his Irish boys
from Little Rock tramping bareGeorge Harrington, County Rangfooted over the frozen furrows of a
er of Fulton County reminds all
wintry cornfield and leaving tracks
landowners of Fulton County that
of blood behind him. So he drew
the 4 30 burning law is in effect ,ff his boots and bade the soldier
from March I, 1966 until May 15,
put them on, and fifteen minuted
1003
later he went to his God in his
The law briefly states thin:
stocking feet. Raleigh laid down
I. No burning except between
his coat before Good Queen Bess
the hours of 4,30 P. M. and 12:00
and has been immortalized for his
midnight.
chivalry, but I think a more court2. Any violation of the law makes
ly deed won that of the gallant
the party responsible subject to a
Irishman, Pat Cleburne. For one
fine, and if the fire gets out of conswas kowtowing before royalty and
trot you are also liable for supthe other had in his heart only
pression costa.
thoughtfulness and humanity for
Plant beds are exempt provided
the common man afoot.
reasonable precautions have been
(To be concluded next week)
taken; but should the tire get
away, the landowner is responsible
suppression
for damages and
LIBRARY CORNER—
costs.
In case of fire getting out of
(Continued from.Page Two)
control, call George Harrington, ard T. Walden, 2nd Here is a book
t'multy Ranger of Fulton County at to delight the fledgling naturalist
388-7387, or the Kentucky Division as well as the serious fisherman.
of Forestry office at Mayfield, It describes the life and habits of
Kentucky, 247•3913. Collect calls more than a hundred species of
will he accepted.
freshwater fishes.

WALNUT GROVE METHODIST CHURCH
Yes

County Ranger
Issues Warning
On Burning Law

Shuck Switch Road
To Be Re-surfaced
Bids for bituminous concrete
surfacing on the Shuck Switch
Road in Fulton County will be received by the Highway Department
on March 25, Governor Edward T.
Breathitt and Highway Commissioner Henry Ward announced to-

REPTILES OF THE WORLD,
by Raymond L. Ditmas, one of the
outstanding scientists of our day.
The book is the world's standard
on the subject of reptiles, and is
given in readable detail.
GREEN MEDICINE. by Margaret B. Kreig. The story of the
search for plants that heal.
More - fascinating - than - fiction
true tales of discoveries that resulted in some of our most vital
meLicines.

day.
A PARENT'S GUIDE TO THE
The project will begin at Ky. Da,
NEW MATHEMATICS, by Evelyn
four miles east of Hickman and exSharp. Written expressly for partend to Ky. 125, a distance of 4.080
ents, the book explains the mystermiles.
ies of modern mathematics which
now being introduced in the
THE EXPERIENCES of pain is
will come toss all But nothing can schools.
The library is indebted to a
ever come to us that may not b,
of patrons who have concaptured for God and for the gain number memorial books which
of our personal character by an tributed
have been added to the collection.
adoption of the right attitude.

Stayton anFebruary 21
s Helen Ruth

Greenfield Monument Works

with only one
The Walnut Grove Methodist Church meets
our God.
thing in mind and that is to worship the Lord
and let
FRIENDLY - We try to make each one feel welcome
much ALIVE.
them know that we have a God that is very
soul and want
CONCERNED - We are concerned about each
about God and His
everyone to have the opportunity to know

Ainsley had
Hospital the
home and do-

(-4

that our Lord
SMALL - But we try hard to carry the Cross
Word to all men.
Ms called upon unto carry. That is, to speak the
hedges and
EVANGELISTIC - "Go into the highways and the
each one a special
give
to
like
would
We
in."
come
to
all
compel
invitation to come out and worship with us.
Rev. Dan Underwood also serves the Dukedom
Church and the South Fulton Methodist Church.

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18s1

J. _B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield,Tess.

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

at 9 a. m.
South Fulton - Church service every Sunday
Sunday school every Sunday at 10 a. in.
Vesper service every Sunday at 6 p.

Methodist

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C.C.

Oxygen-equipped ambulonco

"Live Better EloctrIcally"

302 Carr St.

Hickman, Ky.

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
CITY DRUG COMPANY

Kentucky Aviv,

Fulton

Phone 472-1471

Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Your Prescription Dross Store
Fulton, Ky.

Dial 472-1412

Phone 472-3951

Dial 479-1371

Phone 472-1303

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance maids
231 Main St.

Phone 472-1341

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"

THE CITIZENS BANK

Lake Street

Dlal 472-2421

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

Phone 216-2655

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or et your door
Fulton, Ky,

Phone 472-3311

MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Lino

Antiques

Fulton, Ky.

Excellent Pood
Souvenirs
Private dining for 250

Phone 472.9084

Union City, Tenn.

South Fulton, Tenn.

Phone 235-2293

Church services 3rd Sunday at 11 a. in.

Go To Church.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Hickman, Ky.

Greenfield

10 a. m.
Dukedom - Sunday School every Sunday at

REV. DAN UNDERWOOD

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
Open Sunday Afternoons •

a. m.
Church services 2nd and 4th Sundays at 11

love.-

In Operation U Years

Mr. and Mrs
away in sert of instructor
irse.

at 10 a. in.
Walnut Grove - Sunday School every Sunday

Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm IL Auto Insurance
F•rmisr's Liability C00000go
298 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-1351

Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St.

Studio. 218 Commercial Ave.
Photos on this page courtesy Gardner's

Phone 479-0073
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. • Funeral services for Mrs Elmer
.',!ice Gatewood eery held Monday
Thomas Merritt Pittman died afternoon in Jackson Funeral home
last Saturday in Panama City, at Dukedom. Bro. '1'. Joe Walker,
of Martin, officiated, and burial
Florida, following a long Unless.
Funeral services acre held Tues- was in Hatter's Chapel Cemetery.
A hignsp.00l Illinois Central
(olarles H. (Catfish) Poyner died dio afternoon in Whitnel Funeral
Mrs. Gatewood, 64, a resident of Railroad passenger train slammed
last Wednesday night in the Obion Home, with Rev. Henry Hama, Route 1. Water Valley, died sud- into
an automobile near Harris
County Hospital, following a heart pastor of the Fulton First Christian denly Friday afternoon at the
Station Tuesday morning, scatterChurch, officiating. Burial was in home of her son,
attark.
Larry Gatewood. ing wreckage for a mile and a half
She was born in Weakley County and snuffing out the life of a HarFuneral services uere held Fri- Fairview Cemetery.
Mr. Pittman was an employee of Tenn., the daughter of the late Mr. ris Station
day, February 25, in the First
man, en rotate to his job
Christian Church in Hickman, with the Illinois Central Railroad for and Mrs. Henry Smith. Her hus- in Union City at Cotten's Texaco
Rev. N. T. Patton officiating. Bu- many years. He worked in the band, Ivory Gatewood, preceded station.
rial, in charge of Barrett Funeral engineering department at Fulton her in death in 1963.
Tlie mangled body of Bobby
Home, was in the Hickman City and later at Water Valley, Miss.,
Surviving, in addition to her son Flowers, 35, aas found pinned beWaterloo. Iowa. Chicago
and
Cemetery.
tween the car seat and steering
Larry,
are
two
other
sons.
James
Memphis,
retiring
as Division
Mr. Poyner, 46, was a World
of Detroit and Harold of Andrews wheel which erre carried a full
Engineer at Memphis.
War 11 veteran.
mile and a half south of die point
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
He was married to the former Air Base; four daughters, Mrs. of impact,
Mary Ruth Poyner, and one son, Miss Dixie Paschall of Fulton, who Mel Wiriste-ad of Route 3, Fulton,
Mrs.
Lena
State Trooper Tom Kilpatrick
Mae
Harris of St
f'harles Harrison, a high school died in 1963. A son, Thomas, also
Charles, Mo., Mrs. Valda Harrison said the accident occurred at 5:49
student.
pieceded him in death.
of
Kokomo. Ind., and Mrs. Evelyn a. in: Tuesday about six miles
Surviving are a son, Ed Paschall
Pittman of Panama City, two Holladay of Cookeville, Tenn.; northeast of Union City. The railIwo brothers, Burley Smith of road crossing is about a half-mile
grandchildren and a sister Mrs.
Dresden and Nolen Smith of Mis- south of Ran-is Station. The crossBetty Davis of North Carolina.
sissippi; and three sisters, Mrs. ing bears the name of the dead
Walter Buck died at his home on
Verna Morris of Dukedom, Mrs. man's father, Sam Flowers.
Route 1, Dukedom, last Wednesday
Imogene Turner of Mississippi and
Mr. Flowers had just left his
night.
Mrs. Emoga Clark of Lansing, home, the officer said, and was
Mr. Buck, 85, was born in
funeral
services
for
Arvil
traveling
Ernwest on a gravel road
Graves County, the son of the late
Bee and Martha Hudson Buck. He est Green will be held this (Thurswas a member of the Knob Creek day) afternoon at 230 o'clock in
the Crutchfield Methodist Church.
Church of Christ.
Funeral services were held last Burial will be in Rock Springs
Cemetery,
with Hornbeak Funeral
Friday in Jackson Funeral Home
in Dukedom, with Bro. V0011 Fort- Home Sa charge of arrangements.
Mr
Green,
71, died Tuesday afner, minister of the South FuMoo
Church of Christ, officiating. Bu- ternoon at the home of his daughter,
Mrs.
Elmore Copeland, in
rial was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. ma Crutchfield. He was born in MisBuck; one son, Rupert Buck of souri, the son of the late Mr. and
Dukedom; five daughters, Mrs. Mrs. Jack Green. He was a retired
Wayne Simpson of Route 3, Fulton, former and spent most of his life
Mrs. N. C. Dalton of Route 5, Ful- in Hickman (ounty. He was a
ton, Mrs. J. L. Vaughn, of May- member of the Crutchfield Methofield, Mrs. C. E. Woodruff of Mem- dist Church. His wife, Mrs. Carnet
phis and Mrs. Floyd Cotton of Green, preceded him in death in
Flint, Mieh.; two sisters, Mrs. Jotui April 1964.
In addition to Mrs. Copeland, be
Cruse and Mrs. John Simon
,of
Route I, Dukedom, and several is survived by two sons. Slily
Green
of Murray and Jimmy Green
grandchildren.
of Oaklawn, Ill., five grand children and one great grandchild.
Friends may call at the funeral
oonie.

DEATHS

T. M. Pittman

Charles Popper

Walter Back

A. E. Green

What
Quality
Beef Does
A&P Sell?

Theodore Mainline

Funeral services for Theodore
Ilainline were held last Saturday
afternoon in Jackson Funeral
Home at Dukedom, with burial in
Pinegar Cemetery.
Mr. Hairline, 87, died Thursday
morning. February 24, in the Fels
ton Hospital.
Sorviviog are one son, Bill Mainline of Cleveland, Ohio: three bro
them, Leonard Hainline of Dukedom, Layd ilantline of Dresden and
Ethel Hainline of Fulton; two
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews. His wife preceded
him in death in 1961.

Lois Dick
Funeral services for Lois Dick,
69, were held in the Rhodes Chapel
Baptist Church Saturday afternoon
with iter. Lee Morgan, pastor of
the church, officiating. Burial. in
chaige of Jackson Funeral Home,
was in Maplewood Cemetery in
Mayfield.
Mr. Dick, of Lynnville, died in
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wednesday night, following
an illness of two weeks. He was
born in Graves County, the son of
George and Nancy Warren Dick.
Surviving are three sons, Gardner of Mayfield, Chester and Lois,
Jr., of Lynnville; one brother, Alva
Dick of Forestville, Mich.; five
sisters, Mrs. Elbert Watts of Mayfield, Mrs. Kenenth Crist and Mrs.
Carl Childers of Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Lela Wilson of Jackson,
Mich., and Mrs. Paul Miller of
Phoenix, Ariz., six grandchildren,
four great grandchildren, several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Donna Robey
Mrs. Donna Robey died Wednesday evening in Haws Memorial
Nursing Home. Mrs. Robey, let
was from Water Valley.
Funeral services were held last
Friday afternoon. February 25, In
the Water Valley Methodist Church
with Rev. Paul McAdoo, pastor of
the church, officiating. Burial was
in Camp Beauregard Cemetery.
Surviving are one son, Vernon
Robey of Fulton; two grandchildren, James Robey of Fulton and
Mrs. Harold Clark of Wingo, and
four great grandchildren.

H.W. Roberts
Funeral services for H. W. Roberts, 76, were held Friday afternoon in the Columbus Baptist
Church, with Rev. Bill Smith officiating. Burial was in Columbus
Cemetery, in charge of Hopkins
and Brown Funeral Home in Clinton.
Mr. Roberts, father of Hickman
County Attorney Harry W. (Jack)
Roberts, died at his home last
Wednesday afternoon, following illness of several months. He was a
retired farmer.
Surviving, in addition to his son,
are his wife, Mrs. Ince Roberts;
four sisters, Mrs. Ruth Cooper,
Mrs. Mary Graves, Mrs. Ada Jackson and Mrs. Beulah Pennebaker
all of Fort Worth, Texas, and one
grandchild.

cleared and the train continued on he had been employ I by Cotteo s
its way to Memphis at 7:20 a. in. Service station.
Ife was married to Miss
It was the consensus that Mr. Molpg 01 Maria Malian in Sarao
19.o.
Flowers' car windoas probably Aside from his wife and parete,
acre ice covered that morning
ho make their home in the Harro
and that he must base faded to Station community also, he
is '
,Anclean off the right door glass and % leed by a daughter Susie
Floivers
thus could not see the train.
13: six brothers, Jame. D. FlowServices acre held in the Harris ers, Sam I.. Flowers Jr., Chat-I,,
when he rc .hed the crossing.
Station Baptist church at 2 Wed- Flowers. Henry Flowers and Ito
Trooper Kilpatrick said the train, nesday afternoon with the Rev. at-it Flowers, all of Chicago,
IC No. 15, was reported traveling Les Morgan of Lynnville, Ky. of- Walter Flowers in California, to.
south at 79 miles per hour when ficiating assisted by the Rev. sisters. Miss Patricia Ann Flower,
the car pulled onto the tracks. The Jewel McGary, church pastor. of Chicago and Miss Shirley Floo•
engineer was identified as W. A. Burial was in Obion Couiev Mem- ems of Harris Station and a
num.
Singery, 63, of Memphis.
orial Gardens. The White-Ransom her of nieces and nephews.
funeral home ha.' .Oarge of arPallbearers were Oscar FaulkThe hood, trunk lid, a fender. rangements.
ner, Frank Johnson, Roy Poole,
front and back wheels and engine
Mr. Flowers Was a member of Bill Covey, Glynn Ray Moss and
of the 1959 Oldsmobile were found
scattered about the point of im- the Itarris RapUst church where Charles Dunn.
pact. Smaller pieces of the car he served as its Sunday School
CARD OP THANKS
were picked up all along the rail- supervisor.
He was born on Nov. 3, 1930
road tracks and right-of•way to the
We wish to extend our sincere
bee
Sam
Waverly,
of
son
the
near
point where the train finally came
thanks and appreciation for the
to a stop, a few hundred yards Elm ers and Elizabeth Britton acts of kindness received
front our
Flowers. He attended school in
north of the Gibbs community.
friends
and neighbors during the
Humphrey county and Hickman,
illness and death of our mother,
Trooper Kilpatrick said none of Ky.
the train passengers or crew was
For a number of years, he work- Mrs. Clara Wilson. We especially
injured. The diesel locomotive, ed with his father for Smiley Sand thank Drs. Ward and Glynn Bo,
however, was heavily damaged. S, Gravel Co. of Atlanta and Hick- hart and the nurses at the Fulton
Damaged sections had to be cut man and later worked for a -short hospital for their special Care.
away with torches before the train period for the Olson Rug Co. of
McCoy B. Wilson and Mrs. Boncould proceed. The track was (Incas°. For the past two years, nie Deweese and Family.

Passenger Train Slams
Car Killing Its Driver

Value-Priced!

The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on
Wednesday,
March 2:

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEEF

Steak Sale!

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Croft. Mrs. Angie
Elven, Mrs. Mary Wynn, Cecil
McDaniel. Mrs. John W. Boyd,
Mrs. H. L. Hardy, little Rusty
"Aade, Fulton: Sirs. Herbert Grissom, Mrs. J. I). Campbell, James
iiickman. Brenda Clinard, Charles
McMorries, South Fulton: Kay
Johnson. Mrs. Harvey Linder, Mrs.
Voris Coltharpe, Mingo; Mrs.
Jerry Hutchison, Mrs. Nettie
Davis, Crutchfield; Mrs. Veneda
Moss, Route 3, Martin: Mrs. Effie
Hicks, Water Valley; Mrs. Euwin
Roland, Pilot Oak,
FULTON HOSPITAL
J. N. Wooten, Mrs. C. 0. Meacham, Mrs. Betty Faulkner, Fulton;
Mrs. Clara Thomas, South Fulton;
James Hicks, Teresa Perry; Route
1, Fulton; C. W. Rozzell, Mrs.
Loney Anderson, Route 3, Fulton;
aim Ptu•sell, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Fred O'Neal, Route I, Clinton;
Mrs. Arthur Bugg, Route 2, Clinton; Charlie Creed, Route 4, Hickman; Mrs. Carl Stroud. Route I,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Etta Stephens,
Robert Robey, Water Valley; Miss
Eunice McAlister, Route 1, Water
Valley; Carolyn Ann Cole, Mrs. J.
E. Carr, Route 2, Water Valley;
Mrs. Larry Taylor, Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Bill Brown, Mrs. Bonnie
Carr, Breda Blalock, Dukedom;
Mrs. J. R. Holland, Wingo; Margaret Jackson, Sirs. Hugh Boyd,
John Finch, Route 1, Wingo;
W. T. Chester, Route 1, Mayfield;
Billy Hollingsworth, Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Morrison, Columbus,

College Students Head
UTMB Fraternities
Clayburn Peeples has been elected president of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity for next year and Paul
Slaylook has been elected president of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Both of these young men are attending UTMB. where Clayburn is
a pre-law student and Paul is a
premed student.

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING MILK di TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LIMIT I PLEASE

SIRLOIN

ROUND

t

MP wouldn't

be America's number one

BONELESS BEEF CUTS

meat merchant

Are "Super-Right" Meats a good reason
They're one

Bottom Round or Swiss Steak 884
Top Round or Cube Steak
$1.08
Sirloin Steak
$1.18
Chip Steak BONI LI Si
L' $1.39
Rib stool I. aOnt LISS
$1.69
Flank Steak
99e
Delmonico OF Sidoi. Ship
$1.79
Rotisserie 10011"
$1.011
Sirloin Tip ea armet.tss au..sow. iv 99t

for shopping AsP?

of many!
03eyinatrf•ions. Tica assay ATtAPMe a Men1C no no,sic
• • • -•

89 Calf L'lifersLb 896
394 Fish Stick
-894 PerchFILLETS 5 ,169

SUPER RIGHT
FULLY COOKED
a SEMI BONELESS

SUL:'ER RIGHT

am e

Hens

C

L6
(W1.4r4'0,

POiE"

USDA BAKING
OR ROASTING
CHICKEN

Lbs Up)

'N EAT Pig
9
SETAATI2Lb 7

UPER RIGHT 1st 5 ROASTb. 7-Inch CISI
SBEEF R
_0,,3 Rib, 7-Inch Cut Lb. 99,1

•FROZEN OCEAN

Save Big on Fine Groceries!
ALP SPECIAL COFFEE SALE!
MILD AND MELLOW

BY PLENTY-SERVE OFTEN

Bananas
lb. 10c
\ PRICE

Lb 194
Tomatoes
Oranges 113I5,.. P5,494
PotatoesIR'1:11̀1 20BagLb 994
Strawberries - 394
Onions vLig.' 10EL:9594
VINE RIPENED

t"::fEL12

SUNNY RO
CO
.nK

LIGHT

45t

ea.

JANE PARKER
DOUBLE VALUE

BAGS

(1.
Cloonio,•.
Sold At
R•p.
Rno.I.)

1 L.6.

BLUE

BONET•Mar

2

JUMBO
ROLLS

.

PRICES IN

Scott Tissue
BATHROOM
ASST'D COLORS

594 41000

COFFEE g EGGS.

SALAD
DRESSING49
is

M ilk

SPA GETTIls
OHR
°°,4J'
s

WISC AGED CHEDDAR
.Uit/ Lb
(So,

ITS CHILI AND CRACKER TIME
SUPER RIGHT

SHEET49,
le
ROLLS

99

1-Lb. llos

PILLSoURT

6

216 Come
Comet t0
ry
47c Pllsbu
i

Nestles Quik
CHOCOLATE
Mt Off)
144 Off)
1-Lb. Con
2-Lb Con

29 404 716

19p

249
„
Lb
BO

CAKE MIXES
(All Va.) 3 5,85t
P(13k8

TIVE THRU SAT MARCH 5

Sandwich Bags
(Plsoic)

4 Pah Soli,,,.,

LONG GRAIN

0,

CUT RITE

Pkg. Of 50

Chili Crackers

4105.°0:

HIS AD EFF

ARISTOCRAT

WITH BEANS

Loaves

12

6?1136
r9c
3

Macarom
Chee3v-",

4
lio.
L6..

BROWN RICE

ED
EHRO
AUTSE
EVAPORATED

p6.
14129c

•ANN PAGE

5 99,

In BO II

ASST'D COLORS

7"99C

TEA

2-79s Comet
urine"- 0,O.T, 324 Biscui

Scott Towels

6';

mirac e wh-ip
Noodles"NL

White Bread

13-In. So.

e

IAA
Cant

PITTED

Apple Pie
Cak

I-OUART
14-0Z.
CANS

I
161, BAG

A & P RED

•

Fruit Drink
4 99,

JANE PARKER BAG-MEAD SALEI

JANE PARKER

ICE cct
CREAM

ALP PINEAPPLE-GRAPEFRUIT

Eiyht 0' Clock
Coffee /LI $179
Cherries sow,r1N64 696
Red Salmon 85C
A&P Krautl3A.L9b4'ac°:494
ALP Tuna-N.794
Our Own
(SAYE 20tI

MARVEL VANILLA

Lb

ys,)Baa

Fruits and Vegetables+

813!

$108
lb.

means we're

very fussy about the beef we label "Super-Right." It stands to reason we have to be or

HELLO WORLD!
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Morrow of Mayfield, a nine pound,
six and one-half ounce son on February 27 in the Mayfield Hospital,
who has been named Joey Lynn.
Mrs. Morrow is the former Rachel
Bondurant of Fulton.

T-BONE

These standards don't fit exactly the familiar terms you know for grades of meat. As
an example, did you know that some beef, graded U.S. Choice, just doesn't meet our
"Super-Right" specifications? It's true! You see... we don't buy by grade. We use
' our own high standards to bring you the best values.
That doesn't mean we don't approve of such grading-not at aft It just

thu
tw
a
I.o
is
Li
ao

a
Ilk

a

to

I

'Mandan:Is, different from any other meat merchant.

JONES HOSPITAL
Walter Ridgeway, Mrs. C. M.
Clark, Billie Robey. Mrs. Harry
Allison, Clarence O'Rear, Mrs. W.
A. Jones. Doran Colley, Mrs. W. 0.
Locke, Fulton; Mrs. W. M. Stowe,
Route 4, Fulton; Louis Allen. Union
City, J. B. Sanders, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Effie Winston, Dukedom;
Mrs. Fannie McKelvey. Martin;
Mrs. Thomas Lynch, Water Valley.

don
offi
I(al
0i
Isa
The
thu

0

That's a fair question. But not an easy one to answer because we have our own quality

HOSPITAL NEWS

Pa

Pillsbury CakeFrosting Mixes
FLAVORS
CoAcL01-4u
T

Northern
Jumbo Towels

EXCEPT
3pKGs
85t (ASST'D COLORS129c
ALMOND
ROLL

V

p.

s-

'I By (-Otte. s

to Miss Sarah
Ration in 1551,
fe and parent,
to in the Harris
also, he is sue
r Susie Flowers
Ames D. Flow.
rs Jr., Chat:Icy
'were and How.
I Chicago, sits
California, eto
is Ann Flowers
s Shirley Flue on and a numephews.
! Oscar Faulk.
Kla, Roy Poole,
Ray Moss and

IMANKS

tnd our sinceis
riatioo for the
reined from our
airs during the
of our mother,
. We especially
and Glynn Bus.
is at the Fulton
meets] care.
and Mrs. Bon.
'amity.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, March 3, 1966
Ecuadorean visitors, I am sure
they will be just mighty happy to
see you.

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued front Page One)
don can visit with them later on.
The two boys came to the News
°thee Tuesday afternoon to help us
letters we had received
„tom two members of the Marimba
hond eho were also here last year.
The letters, in Spanish, were enthusiastic with hopes that they
might be able to come back again
this year.

The Friendly C,ty showed its
colors again last Friday when Mrs.
Lillian Cooke Cate visited to her
heart's content with many of her
old friends who gave her a great
big, "welcome -- back home to
live." Lillian, with her nine-year
old daughter Mary Ann, has come
back from Nashville where she
has lived for the past 22 years.
their home with
Jaime and Xavier told me that They are making
N. G. Cooke on l'hird
Iwo other students from Guayaquil her father,
and you can imagine what a
are in America, one of them in Street
situation that is.
Louisville and the other in New happy
Many of Lillian's friends from
York. The young man in Louisville
all around these parts had great
LA visiting with the Jim Zimmering events of the
man family. Jim called me several fun remember
and that they did at the P•rks Weak. horn•
Weeks home. When old friends reset
times to see if some Fulton family past at the hospitable
her we naturally when Lillian Cooke Cot, got a "WIDICOMO horns" greeting from many of
with
talking
In
eouldn't like to have the youngster
I
;se around to our children. When
Toni Cowden, Mrs.
here for awhile.
her old friends. Pictured here, left to right are, Mrs.
told tier that our son was in colElam, •II of Union City and Mrs. Cate.
Said Jim :."Jo, he talks of hardly lege and Mary Jo was a sophomore William Carpets,: and Mrs. Tom
anything rise except that he would in High School, she just couldn't
Loney, Sherry
ton, but is leaving today for her Weak,,, Wanda
like to visit Fulton. He said that is believe it.
Hagan, Matisse Craig, Katherine
tier disbelief was MO greater home in Corinth, Miss. Virginia
the chid topic of conversation in
Kimberly
Steele,
Deborah
time. Casey,
their faraway schools and homes than mine when I found out that has been gone a mighty long
"vaca- Braswell, Melinda Barkley, Joan
a great deal of the time."
her son Ronnie is in college at We think it's a long enough
Cindy
am,
Buckingh
so she ought to come on Trees, Kelly
in the
Murphreesboro and Billy is in col. tion" .
Mitchell, Beverly Pounders and Pretty as • picture is the guideline for this photo. The oil painting of Carmen and Marianna Weeks
Meanwhile Jaime and Xavier tell loge at Sewanee. Does time fly? back.
gathering at the
Regina Brockwell.
me that the New York visitor . . it jets across our lives.
of the conversation if the ladies who enjoyed the friendly
may be the subject.
nd
backgrou
be
"would give anything in the world
Ah youth! . .. there seems to
Miss Gertrude Murphey, Mrs. Cate and Mrs. HamI think you will be interested in Parks Weeks hons last Friday. They are: Mrs. breaks,
was our
to come here."
Lillian Wade Stagg is back home no problem too great! It
the two articles below that were ilton P•rks of Trimble.
Wouldn't it be nice If they could? to make her permanent residence pleasure to be dormer guests of
distributed at the Senior Citizens'
The young fellows will pay their with tier sisters and other rela- Larry and Jane Ader lest week
will
old folks (Paul meeting last Thursday. You
own travel expenses here.
tives. Lillian detoured around Ful- when a couple of
know thee whet I mean about the
enjoyfor
didn't eat
posted on the bulletin board by the
Here
The two local visitors are "hav- ton several years ago when she and I) almost
have.
they
E STATION
and ing the conversation with these two tend of programs
principal of a New York elemen- • PIERC
ing a ball," while here. They are went out to California to live
they are:
y attractive people.
headimmensel
traffic
the
By Mrs. Charts Lowe
glad
We're
school in 1872.
work.
at
tary
High,
Fulton
attending dames
"Reciter'
Washday
s
Grandma'
one
The Aders have two children,
enjoying the association of their ed this way, because Lillian is
Teachers each day will fill
with
Years ago, a Kentucky grandand trim
Fulton Amigos and are happy as of our favorite people, and we're which Jane seems to handle
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe spent
the fol- lamps, dean chimneys
absolutely no trouble at all while mother gave a new bride
glad she's home again.
can be.
wicks.
washing
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
for
takes
"recent"
and
lowing
cooks
house,
she keeps
If only ntore"eommuntlies In the
bucket
a
bring
will
teacher
Each
as
Carl Copeland near Mayfield.
Mrs.
just
Twould be nice if Gertrude infinite care of all and sundry clothes. It appears below
world would do what we are doing,
a scuttle of coal for
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith had
Cate and household chores. That young lady it was written and despite the of water and
Mrs. Opal Webb of Route I,
just think how much better off this Murphey and Ldllan
session.
supper with Mrs. Ruby Matheny at Crutchfield, Kentucky, underwent
Virginia can even iron shirts to make them spelling, it has a bit of philosophy. L.c day's
life would be If any of you 'Fri. others could persuade
you
Fulin
carefully;
night
pens
Saturday
your
Make
to live. look like an Arrow ad.
six o'clock
hip surgery Wednesday Feb. 23
hilt fire in backyard to heat ketAmerica Teen members want to Ga!they to come back here
may whittle nibs for the individual ton.
visiting m Ful.
for the third time in 20 days. Mi2
We're glad to have the Aders in tle of rain water
show some Fulton hospitahty So the Virginia has been
children.
your
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Collier and is in Room 560 of the Rochester
Fulton They are living in Country
set tubs so smoke won't glow in taste of
Methodist Hospital, Rochester
Men teachers may take one eve- children have moved to Ohio.
Club Courts. where a lot of other eyes if wind is pert
Mr. and Mrs. Kemp have moved Minnesota. The operations wet
nice people live and make life
shave one hole cake of lie soap ning a week if they go to church
oldHarry
us
to
for
place
done by the surgems of Mayo's
regularly.
from the Renfro
look mighty placid
in bilin water
Clinic.
timers.
sort things, make three piles: 1
After ten hours in school the Hancock's place.
and
pile
Mrs. Webb expects to leave Res
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Callender
pile white, 1 pile cullord, 1
teachers should spend the remainof
,
Callender
cheater about March 15 to go t
Elvis
other
Mrs.
or
and
Bible
NOTE TO PAUL'S MOTHER work britches and rags
Mr.
ing time reading the
Paducah, spent Sunday afterson the home of Mrs. Davis, 10e27
AND TO RUBY McDADE . . afstir flour in cold water to smooth good boots,,.
and Mrs. John Smith. Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Missour!
ter all these years of resisting, thin down with folio water
Women teachers who marry or with Mr.
some folks got me involved in a
rub dirty spots on board, scrub engage in other unseemly conduct Mr. Smith is improving and able to 64131. Going from Rochester t.,
Jo
Mary
don't
told
visit his friends and neighbors Kansas City by air ambulance,
bridge game. Paul
hard„ then bile. Rub cullord,
will be dismissed.
Mrs. Smith visited Mrs. Webb will convalesce thee.
at breakfast after we indulged in bile just ranch in starch
aside some. He and
lay
should
teacher
Every
"I
that:
the pastime one evening
Mr. said Mrs. Jesse Bondurant, from four to six months before re
take white things out of kettle
day a goodly sum of his
last Friday.,
Ky.,
turning to Mayo's Clinic for fine'
Jordan,
didn't know your mother knew how with broomstick handle, then from each
near
earnings for his declining years so
Billy Stem was in Paducah Sat- examination and therapy. Ms.
to play bridge."
rens+, and starch
not become a burden
will
he
that
I
but
do,
I
think
grass
Webb will be in a total cast during
on
don't
touts
I
Actually
urday on business.
spread tee
on society.
think I stopped talking long enough
Little David Royce Greer cele- the entire period of her convaleshang old rags on fence
uses
smokes,
who
teacher
Any
...
bad
Saturday.
bed
Not
two.
flour
cense.
to play a hand or
brated his 5th birthday
pore rench water in
in any form or frequents
Since arriving in Rochester, Mrs.
I mean keeping quiet, that is.
He received lots of gifts, cards and
scrub porch with hot soapy liquor
pool or public hails, or gets shaved several dollars in money.
Webb has been visited by her sot
In talking with Marian Emerson water
reasoc
give
barber shop will
a
in
at
services
down
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs
and
attended
upside
crowds
tubs
about the startling happening she
Nice
turn
his worth, intentions, insaid: "You ought to come out and
Chapel Hill and Johnson Grove Thomas Webb and their son Tom•
go put on clean dress, smooth to suspect honesty.
and
,
tegrity,
brew
Monday.''
on
combs,
Route 1, Crutchfteld,
of
side
my
Sunday.
ploy duplicate
hair down with
The teacher who performs his
Now that would be the day .
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Glover, Mrs.
cup of tee, set and rest and rock a
without fault
and
faithfully
labors
track,
Chuck
single
the
Mrs.
on
I do well to run
Jane Easterwood and
spell and count blessings
five years will be given an in- Beard left for California Friday on
much less double up on the brainHang this up above your auto- for
of 25 cents per week in his
work.
a business trip and will visit Mr.
matic washer sad when things look crease
Educaof
ray providing the Board
and Mrs.'Glover's daughter before
bleak, read it again.
approves.
Dawns
Twenty guests helped
returning home.
These rules for teachers were tion
eighth
her
celebrate
Braewell
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove has been
Steve Green, son of Mr. and Mrs,.
birthday last Saturday at the
spending some time with her
Fulton.
L.
Mrs.
mother,
her
Derby, viten
tother, Bob Whitehead, who had A. W. Green, Jr., of South
ms
D.: Braswell. was hostess at a
eye surgery in Humboldt one day !eis been chosen by Congress
as hi;
p.
1
serve
to
until
Everett
Robert
luncheon from 11 a. m.
last week.
page in the United States Congres
in. A special guest was Dawna's
at Washington, beginning Der:
grandmother, Mrs. Lotus Braswell,
ion of
week.
76, who drove down alone from her
CONGRATULATIONS!
Defects" has been new program is a continuat
"Zero
Project
Steve is a South Fulton High
home in Mounds City, Ill., to at- initiated with Southern Bell em- "Project '65", a general program
of
son
for
Hancock,
service
Joseph
telephone
Robert
improve
School junior. He is the grandee
tend the party,
ployees in the Fulton area, accord- to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Hancock, of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jolley, 8r.,
Hamburgers, hot dogs, potato ing to B. H. Giles, local plant fore- Southern Bell customers.
Project "Zero Defects" was Route 1, Water Valley, has been A. W. Green, Sr., and the late Mr..
chips and drinks were served at man.
held in Fulton named to the current Dean's List Green.
the noon hour, after which the
that this project is started at a meeting
indicated
He
girls enjoyed dancing the twist and a remarkable new program to last week and conducted by Mr. at Vanderbilt University, Bobbie
Area Super- Joe is a senior, -majoring in Elecreceived
Plant
Dawns
Calhone,
Cleve
games.
playing
raise the level of quality of work.1 SUND
GO TO C:st '
trical Engineering.
lovely gifts from those at. manship of employees all over the visor, from Louisville.
re- isany
nal
internatio
were
of
teacher
meeting
School
the
High
Fulton
Attending
tens'ing, who were:
Mrs. Gaylen V•rds, •
"This will result in better
country.
in her classroom
Rita Smith, Patsy Ray, Carmen telephone service for the customer twenty ine,allation and construclations is enjoying having "live elitists of interest"
Scott, Darla
employees located in the FulThat's Xaeier Matirique Gardiner, Sheila
and increased job pride on the part tion
MOM days. J•inut Cepada is in the foreground.
Cross, Kim Nethery, Caroline if employees". Giles stated. The ton area.
with the big smile in es background.

Mrs. Opal Webb
Undergoes Hip
Surgery Again

lb.

41(

08
18
39
69
Isre
79
08

Steve Green To Servc
As Page In Washingtoi

Fulton Area Bell Employees To
Participate In "Zero Defects"

Need Money for Operating Expenses?

,1

sze•_lt, 44.,.,.c,r—o.i.ovto,„41..f: :
ti
A

Houses For Sale
9c
3c
5c
9t

is
9c
5t

ORCHARD DRIVE — 8 room luxury home
for Air-Conditioning and heat — Separate
pump
—
fenced lot.
and
garage
OAK ST. — Small duplex on Corner lot. Ownone
er is anxious to sell. Ideal for couple and rent
apartment.
ORCHARD DRIVE — Beautiful new 3 bedlet us
room brick houses. See these new homes and
arrange financing for you.
COUNTRY HOME — On 10 acres — 3 miles
home.
North of Fulton — a nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath
and
room
4
WELLS AVENUE — Well located
School,
Norman
Terry
near
bath,
CENTRAL AVENUE HOME — ideal for retired couple.
FORRESTDALE — 2 bedroom and large
.
family room home. Also livable room upstairs

Kaft0-Derit•TS
VS MV GOAL'

Phone 479-2651

"ak#4..'

,I'

GET IT

from your PCAI

...to meet othUse a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer
offer advaner operating and family expenses. PCA loans
tages that come from 30 years of experience:
pay only on
Low Interest Cost...rates are low and you
the amount used, for the time it's used.
d when you
Convenient Terms...repayment is schedule
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
people who ups
Persowel Service...PCA is owned by the
it... your loan makes you a member-owner.
than a half.
There are other benefits—reasons why more
expense.
million people look to PCA for money to meet

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE

CANNON AGENCY
129 Broadway, Fulton, Kentucky

iyT

4
;
:
.r.
4iti
.:7
r',
,v• ..,1, '..'..
Sits

Production Credit
Association
will result In
explains how Ma new project "Zero Defects",
Pete Clark, locel Southern Bell •mployets,
s, te Larry Ads,
employee
of
part
Ms
on
pride
job
increased
hens telephone service for the customers and
local Southern Bali manors.

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Manager, Hickman, Kentucky

Cooper Seeks
Rural Areas
Program Aid

Down
947st

Jae Marten, County Agent
Union Cats, Tenn.
SOIL TEST TIM/
The weather during the past few
weeks has kept almost all farmers
hams securing soil samples, but we
hope that all farmers will secure
their soil samples in the near future in order that they may have
the results returned from the laboratory before crop planting time.

A bill to organize and streamline
the fight for development of rural
:tress has been introduced with the
co-sponsorship of Senator John
Sherman Cooper of Kentucky.

Whet JIM PRYOR
epee. thew. Kealtrell

The bill lets the Agriculture Deorganize "community
partment
development districts" in rural
with state
conjunction
in
areas,
Now that winter is here, there is
agencies and other federal agencies
.liuch to be said, as well as done,
involved.
,bout safety around the home. We
.eve already had much snow and
Up to now, there has often been
:ce, resulting in a few falls. In the a breakdown between the various
outii this year over 100 have lost federal agencies trying to do the
.
lives due to severe cold and development job, by not knowing
-now. Over-exertion causes many what has been going on in another
hearts to fail. The rule of thumb in off.cc.
iafety along this line is, "If you
The bill co-sponsored by Senator
are over 40 slow down." Snow is
very heavy, so take it easy; it will Cooper would help coordinate all
;till be there when you return from federal, state and local agencies
▪ short rest. Now ice is a little working for development in rural
aunts.
tifferent story.
Kerketbenel

Winter Tips For Safety

"It would reduce overlapping
We have known for a long time
hat salt will remove ice and snow. and duplication, and get the job
Frequently after several snows, done more economically and more
iowever, damage has been found efficiently," Senator Cooper said.
n shrubs, roses, and lawns.
This would be done simply by
Commercial fertilizer will effec- bringing representatives of all the
evely remove hazardous ice and ager.cies involved together with the
:now from steps and walks without people from the area involved, so
lamaging trees and other plants. that plans could be formed to guide
Urea fertilizer is considered best, Inc development program.
.tven though the initial cost is
Each would also get a chance to
more than salt or calcium chloride.
others.
',:rea is non-corrosive to most exchange views with the
metals and is not likely to damage
Senator Cooper is a member of
applica:slants, provided a heavy
the Agriculture Committee, where
ion of commercial fertilizer was the bill was brought up. It has also
sot applied in the fall.
received strong support from sevWhen a heavy snow warning is eral other members of the Com.ssued by the weather man, sprink- mittee.
e fertilizer on the steps, walk,
ind driveway. This will keep the
'irst fall melted, then as the ma•erial washes away, more should
ie added,
I have heard of several farmers
ivho have been cutting ice on their
aonds. If this has to be done, cut
iround the edge, never out in the
pond where it may be thin.
For the auto, snow tires or
,:elains are a must, if you just have
'o go. Chains are far superior on
.ce and snow, but snow tires are
well worth the money for snow and
oft roads. Here is another time
when safety means slow down, re4ardless of the age, 16 years to
t06 years.
Make plans 'a prevent accidents
_celay.

Subscribe To The News

Local Couple
Enjoy Visit
At Carlsbad

Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Reese
319 Forestdale, Fulton. Ky. recently made one of the world's most
spectacular walks when they visited Carlsbad Caverns National
Park in southeastern New Mexico.
There, a guided tour took them
more than 750 feet underground to
see the huge network of chambers
and corridors lavishly decorated
with incredibly beautiful limestone
formations that were millions of
years in the making.
The visitors found a choice of
walk-in or elevator trips offered
every day of the year at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park. In addition, there are camera tours daily
at 2 p. m. (Mountain Standard
Time) and special scenic rooms
tour at 3:00 p. m. Daytime vititors
facilities are the finest at the national park.

It our listening to Obion County
farmers is any indication - there
will be more corn planted during
April and more corn pre-emerged
with Atrazine than ever before.
The reason for this is that farmers
will be making an effort to plant
their corn early in order to avoid
as much damage as possible from
the corn borer worms. Take your
soil samples now in order to have
the results back in plenty of time
before corn planting time.
Soil Testing has shown a large
number of farmers the way to
higher yields and larger profits.

"YOU'RE A GOOD SCOUT"—Paul Hannaman, a
Cub Scout who came by to see Senator John Sherman
Cooper of Kentucky, pins a Scout emblem on the
Senator's lapel. The National Capitol is in the background.

Aged Recipients Asked
To Sign For Medicare
Some 59,000 Kentucky public assistance recipients
over 65 years of age are being urged by their caseworkers in the Department of Economic Security to sign up
for all features of the social security medicare program
before it is too late.
State Economic Security Commissioner C. Leslie Daweon has directed an all-out program to encourae . _ning for supplementary
medical insurance and hospital
benefits. Dawson pledged a $3
raise in public assistance payments
in July which would cover the $3
monthly premium payments to the
program.

in all 120 counties received instructions late last week to advise
the aged recipients to take advantage of the social security
plans.

West Kentucky
China Industry
Gets Study Aid

RUPTURE

ford Sale • Jackson
March 9 - Obtain County Angus
Sate
March 15 - Annual Meeting Production Credit Association
March 17 - Feeder Pig Sale Dresden
March 21 - Tom Wade Hereford
&ale

We have an ample supply of the
1965 Performance Trials of Field
Crops varieties bulletins available
Different varieties of crops included in the bulletin are corn, cotton,
oats, wheat, barley, soybeans, alfalfa, red closer, grain sorghum,
tobacco. sudan grass, Hybrids, etc.
Over 70 varieties of corn are listed
in the bulletin.

Almost all fertilizer dealera in
Obion County are cooperating in
paying for the cost of having soil
samples tested. The Old & Third
National Bank is paying the post•
age for all samples sent to Nashville throttle' our office.
Remember Soil Testing doesn't
cost • it pays you back in increased
Yields.

Vinegar — Drink of
the Roman Soldiers
Throueout hstary, vinegar has
held a Luciano& and important
place. Julius Caesar's armies ere
supposed to have druni' vinegar
diluted with water when on the
march.Canar apparently believed
In the curative powers of vinegar.
Today Speas knows more about
vinegar than anyone ... as they
Am been in the NM.
nen since 1888.
.4\„ SPE AS
il
l
iF

'VINEGAR
grd APPLE CIDER

ial..

or DISTILLED

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

6 years old.
90 revue

$155„

Kentucky Stralght Bourbon. SO Pr.t a to Proof Bottled In Bond
Yellowstone Distillery Cs. Louserilie. Kentucky

NEW SPECIFICATION

AGLIME
NOW AVAILABLE
Mr. Farmer:
We both lose money when you fail to buy Fredonia Valley
Quarries, Inc. Ag limestone. As indicated by A. S. C. monthly
Quarry reports in Kentucky, its CaCo3 value is l8e'r average above
("( CaCo3. It is being made according to
minimum requirement of 80
specifications,
80% through 10 mesh sieve and
new Kentucky
40% through 60 mesh sieve. Fredonia Valley Limestone is soft white
limestone of the St. Genevieve formation, is less abrasive to equip-

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

ment than denser stones and is more readily available to soils and
plants. Fredonia Valley Quarries also prepares kiln dried limestones

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

FULTON, KY.

UK Plans Institute
For English Studies
Forty-eight secondary teachers
of English will put in eight weeks
of intensive work at the University of Kentucky this summer to
polish their composition and language skills and their understanding of literature. The teachers,
from grades seven through 12, will
be accepted for a special institute
to begin June 12 with financial
backing from the U. S. Office of
Education.
Each participant will receive a
$75 weekly expense allowance. Applications must be submitted not
later than March 21 to Mrs. Lizette 0. Van Gelder, Department of
English, University of Kentucky,
Lexington,

for feeds, fertilizer fillers, and banding liming. Priced consistent
with quality and sizing. See your dealer, vendor or contact us.

FREDONIA VALLEY
QUARRIES, INC.
FREDONIA, KENTUCKY
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CROP VARIETY TRIAL
BULLETIN AVAILABLE

This is the reason I am urging
all farmers to collect soil samples
on your farms.

crop

Vag"vitiates Iron SPEAS

On March 21, Mr. Toni Wade
will have his Annual Registered
Hereford Cattle Sale on his farm
near Kenton.

A pertinent fact about your soil
is that neither you, nor anyone
else, can took at them or feel them
and say a great deal about their
Call our office 885-3742 or write
fertility. Mitch can be said about us and we'll see that you get a
Its potential
and productivity, copy of this bulletin.
however, from a visual observation. For example, a soil may be
well drained, be in good physical FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
condition, and have thick topsoil,
March 5 West Tennessee Herebut still be poor in fertility.
•
This is where soil testing enters
the picture. Although you can't see
or feel the fertility status of your
soil, a soil test can "see" it for
you.

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

THE DOBBS TRUSS
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Obion County during March.
Next week on Wednesday, March
9, 1230 p m , at the Whipple and
McCollum Farm near Woodland
Milk the Obion County Angus As.
sociation will sell 8 registered
Angus Bulls and 55 registered
heifers or cows. Consignors to this
sale from Obion County include:
Charles Cannon, Ben Davis, Parnell Carrigan, Freed Grisham,
Paul Grisham & Sons, Charles [Altus, Harry McKinney, H. G,Shaw,
T. C. Sowell and Whipple & McCollum.

A card being sent to all aged
REGISTERED BEEF CATTLE
adults receiving assistance says in
SALES
part that if a recipient has returned
his reply card to Inc Social SecuriIf you need a good Angus or
ty Administration marked "no" Hereford Bull,
Heifers or Cows you
The increase will go to all per- the action should even be recon- should keep in mind two registered
sidered.
the
cattle
take
to
elect
sales
who
65
over
that will be held in
sons
medicare program offered by the
Federal Security Administration,
before the deadline of March 31.
The assistance increases will be
made possible by an appropriation
in the recently•approved State
budget.

Dawson said that only about 20
per cent of aged public assistance
An $18,000 project to turn out
clients have applied for Federal
medicare, and agreed with, Social samples of a new and stronger
Sterns Doors
Insulation
Security officials that the rate of chinaware for hotels, which may
acceptance is too slow. Apparently, lead to new jobs in Western KenSiding-Roofing
Windows
he and, the elderly are not aware tucky, was approved today by EuAwni
FHA Terms
of the extent of the low-cost gene P. Foley, Assistant Secretary
THE REFINER of gold goes on coverage offered by the medicare of Commerce for Economic Development.
using fire until he can see his own insurance.
The funds are being provided by
image reflected in the gold. God
In a letter sent to all persons re- the Economic Development Adminseems to do the same with men,
payments istration, U. S. Department of
u•ing the fire he did not make to ceiving adult assistance
Bill Taylor
400 Main
serve his purposes (I Cor. 3:12-15: in Kentucky Dawson urged persons Commerce, to the State of Kenover 65 who receive aid under the tucky and the American RestaurI Pet. 1:7).
State medical care program to con- ant china Council of Beaver Falls,
sider the extra medical expense Pennsylvania.
such as surgery and physicians'
The two applicants will contri•
visits in the hospital which will be bate an additional $2,000 to comcovered under the supplementary plete the final stage in developNo Bulbs—No Belts—No Straps. Bolds rupture in and up like the
medical insurance.
ment of the chinaware, estimated
hand — Accept No Other—Accept the Best For Reducible
to be four times stronger than the
"This department through its
conventional product.
(State) medical care (program)
The stronger ceramic body for
will continue to meet some of your
the chinaware was developed with
you
give
cannot
but
needs,
medical
help of an earlier $87,700 techthe
all of the services covered by the
assistance grant from the Deinsurance plan," Dawson wrote. nical
partment
of Commerce. The appli"Therefore it is important that you'
Washable, Banlbuy — For Single Or Double Rapture
contributed $90,000 to the decants
all of the application!
complete
COMPANY
DRUG
CITY
velopment.
forms at once."
PHONES 70, 4211
408 LAKE STREET
Spindietop Research Center of
Economic Security caseworkers Lexington, Kentucky, which is developing the product, will use the
new funds to produce samples of
a finished and marketable chinaware.
The applicants consider it possible that the market for hotel chinaware could be recaptured from
foreign imports.
It is estimated that a plant to
turn out the chinaware would provide 82 jobs initially with an additional 10 to 25 jobs generated in
the clay mining industry of Western Kentucky.

DIAL 472-1997
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DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs, Mew Weedireet
The store belonging to Mr. and
Mrs. B. label at Dukedom now has
new owners, Mr. and Mrs. Nick
Matz of Chicago. They moved last
week and are now in charge. Mrs.
Matz is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Harwood. Mr. Matz returned to Chicago to continue with
his work there for a while.

Martin Athlete
Killed, Others
HurtIn Collision

THEIT/5 A FRET

Page 7

Fulton Students
Are Pledged To
UK Fraternities

1
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Friel&

Cub Scouts
Make Costumes
For Pack Party

Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
Five University of Kentucky regular appointment at New Salem
students from Fulton County have Baptist Church the past Sunday at
been pledged to UK social fraterni- 11 a. m. and also at the evening
Cub Scout den 14, pack 40, ite.14
ties.
service. Sunday School is held at their weekly meeting in the scot
TIME FLIES!
and their chosen 10, where the attendance was cabin Wednesday, February 2/
students
The
/MIL
THE FIRST AR
opening with the scout pledge. At
fraternities are:
SERVCE IN THE U 5
good.
freshments were served by Bi
Alpha Tau Omega: Robert AnWAS LAUNCHED IN 1894
Get-Well wishes ere extended to
and
Mr.
TM FIRST C.ARRIER of
son
drew Batts, Jr.,
who sustained in- Gray.
A eisigoss' THE ROUTE
Fulton, Kim Workman,
3,
Route
Batts,
R.
A.
Mrs.
The scouts spent the entire a
WAS BETWEEN CATALINA
juries while operating an electric
and Don Russell Green, son of Mr. saw at his home rsoar Palmers- ternoon working on shields anI5LA140 AND LO5
106
EddGreen,
ANGELES
James
fo
Mrs.
and
-eAit•
vile. Mr. and Mrs. Workman are suits of armor, their costumes
the them
ins, Fulton,
erecting a new residence on their the March pack party,
eie
Lambda Chi Alpha: James Terry farm, which began several weeks of which is "King Arthur's Rows
Willingham, son of Mrs. J. A. Wil- ago, and his saw got out of con- Table." The meeting closed wit
POMO
gaca A MARS
lingham, Route 3, Fulton.
trol, cutting a deep gash on his the living circle.
AFC TBE
Sigro• Alpha Epsilon: Ronnie A. limb. He was carried to Obion
WHO poesn't?
CAN
At the Blue and Gold banquet c
ST TAWS PACHEY 4_
Homra, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred County Hospital in Unice City for February 17 Mrs. Pat Bodker an
.
0
SAY
pAri IS A LAB
SONOS
Futtoo,
Norman,
117
Homra,
E.
SMANOS
Mrs. Betty Wade, den mothers, ri
treatment and observation.
BONO ILS
FOR Tee
and Gregory Lane Williaanson, son
MEM.sairretv FOR
isn't feeling ceived recognition awards anMathis
Dave
Mrs.
,
eLON1PUAL AIM
E.
Williamson
E.
Mrs.
and
of Mr.
Bodker and Bra
COVerev
so well this week and is in bed a Scouts Jimmie
1107 Walliut, Fulton.
Boggess received Lion badges an
her side.
All were graduated from Fulton lot, suffering with
arrows.
gold
elective
the
pulfilled
Bro. Charles Wall
High School and are now freshmen
pit at Knob Creek Church of Christ
Keeper of the Buckskin
at UK.
at 11 a. m., meetBrad Boggess
The Fulton Counties weer among the past Sunday
time.
on
on
his
congregati
Lug
289 men pledged to 18 UK fraterniJ. Clyde Johnson
and
Mrs.
Mr.
reheld
bid
ceremonies
during
ties
have returned home, after spendcently in Memorial Hall.
Our Boys In Vkat Men
ing the winter in Memphis with Remember
children, Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy, Jr.
•CAYCE NEWS
Mrs. Jimmy Argo and children,
By Kiss Choler BeaderaM
Chad and Kim, of Hickman, were
Sunday visitors of your writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Wade and Mrs. Argo is my granddaughter
children, Robert and Penny, of and the little ones are my great
Lexington, Ky., spent last week grandchildren, so we had a nice
end with air. and Mrs. Chaster day together.
ANDREWS
We extend profound sympathy to
Wade and Andy.
the family of Walter Buck, who
Jewelry Company
Mrs. Ethel Oliver, of Memphis, passed away at his home on State
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Edna Lime Road.
of Kentucky Folklore
Alexander, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wade.
Chester
raven or the panther. I have no
UNKNOWN NAMES
You'll Say they're delicionsi
doubt that some years hence storMrs. J. B. Inman has returned to
Though America as a whole hu ies will arise that will connect the her home near Ridgely, Tenn., Birelatime,
population
short
name with the modern
been settled only a
ter a week's visit with Clarice
tively speaking, we have already of deer, but the name is actually Honduran and other relatives.
developed a blind spot for many of old and must have arisen among
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tibbs ageing
our earlier history. If we were as the early settlers.
last Tuesday in Memphis with their
myth-minded as were the ancients,
Buffalo Creek. Even though the son, Bobby Tibbs.
Fulton, Ky.
Lake Street
we could develop an amazing body buffalo
disappeared from the
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Elinford,
of stories to illustrate why certain region :veily back in the early
of PlOtiee, Mo., and Mrs. Virgie
names arose in the land. In dealing 1800's, no one doubts that its name
Bondurant, of Fultoo, were last
with the names to be found in the and fame appear in Buffalo Creek,
week end guests of Mrs. Emma
Mammoth Cave National Park, with its two forks—Dry and Wet.
Brown.
names that have become, since the
Hollow. This is another
Wildcat
Friday afternoon guests of Clarpark was established, Just names, name that may acquire presentand Mrs.
and nothing else, to million of peo- day significance since the wildcat ice Bondurant were Mr.
Malcolm Inman and Mr. and Mrs.
how they
The News takes pleasure in ple, I have wondered
been reintroduced into Cecil Burnette.
has
lynx
or
and not other
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the came to be, why they
the park. It was a great day for
The ladies' birthday club met at
names became permanently asso- me to see a wildcat in the flesh, in
following friends:
the home of Mrs. Virginia Jones
and hills and
March 4: Kate Bowlin, Jeanne ciated with streams
the woods and not in a cage; it last Monday. A nice day was spent,
have
I
And
ridges.
to hear all night, with pot-hick dinner and lots of
Kilter. Mary E. Mitchell, Janet sinkholes and
for the was even greater
Taylor: March 5: Mrs. E. K. Alex. developed a strong feeling
was camping alone, a wild- nice gifts. There were about 22
hoped that they when I
ander. David Daniel, Mrs. K. M. names and have
me.
serenading
cat
present.
Ideal location in heart of Fulton business district.
In places where
Ar...ennas Installed
Winston; March 6: Elvis Babb; will not be lost.
But this was In less romantic
James Smith and son, Butch, of
live, it is only
March 7: Jack Lowe, Joseph Mat- people continue to
Wildcat Hollow, how- Memphis, spent Sunday with his
Investment can be tailored to individual. Company
natural that names slowly change places than
thews, Bill Taylor;
ever much I wish it could have parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
March 8: Cliff Arnold; John Rus- to fit new times and conditions; occurred there.
Sr.
Smith,
paid training. Most equipment can be furnished.
are
park
the
of
sell Carwile, Mary E. King; March since the people
Goblin Knob. Old-timers say that
Mrs. Della Cruce and Mr. and
keep their
9: Christine Bads, Maggie Conner, now elsewhere, why not
"
Sunday
"Gobbling
be
spent
should
Slayton
Knob
Johnie
Goblin
TELEVISION
Mrs.
Brooks Henderson; March 10: Than names, just as they were?
as that picturesque conical in Martin visiting their nephew
Call W. T. Templeton, Clinton, 0L3-3121, or
306 Main Phone 472-3843 Clark, Mrs. Pete Green, Jim Hue- In trying to find the origin of Knob,
hill on the north side of the park and grandson, Howard Cruce, who
some of the odd names, I have run used to be a great place for tur- is in the hospital there. He was in
bert, Katherine Walker.
Write W. R. Palmer, Box 606, Mayfield
into many contradictions, so that keys in spring, and the gobbling of a car wreck Saturday night, but is
the
know
never
probably
will
I
the males is still remembered by improving nicely.
actual backgrounds. As of now oldsters.
•
here are some that may or may
Somehow this argument did not
not be exactly true to history but convince the map-makers, and
at least seem to have a connection. "Goblin" is still the yelling of the
Branch. This small knob.
Raven
101 YOUR
stream in the rugged area along
Nein River has every indication of
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
being named for the actual ravens
AGE
COVER
• FARMER'S LIABILITY
that used to be found in just such
places. Of course, none of the oldFARM LOANS
STRUT
MAIN
201
est inhabitants of today lived when
172-1351
OFFICII MONO
ravens were around, and very few
IrULTON, KENTUCKY
seemed to know that the area
A student team from the Univermight have been frequented by sity of Kentucky College of Comthese large black birds, now es merce is competing with seven
tinct in the whole area.
other teams in an interschool
Panther Hollow. Rather oddly, simulated business management
stories of panthers remain to this game, conducted via teletype and
day. Everybody believes that this computer from the campus of Emhollow was once the abode of the ory University, Atlanta. The difmuch-feared panther, which goes ferent teams are given the facts
by so many different names in in a business situation, then allowAmerica.
ed an hour to a day to put their anChicken Hollow. My owe opinion swer on the teletype.
is that this name came from the
At Emory, the team's decision is
prairie chicken, no numerous in
this general area in early times. matched against that of the other
This belief is not shared by many teams and compared with the deof the former inhabitants, several cision offered by the computer,
which has been fed the same facts.
of whom have other theories.
Osw'W
Deer Park Hollow. Until deer How the team's decision "stacks
were reintroduced into the park up" is answered via teletype the
Not a national contestl We Ford Dealers
the
in
game
last
The
area, in the 1930's, the Virginia same day.
in this area on/y are giving away 30
deer was as unknown to most peo- series of eight "decisions" will be
• sip it slow and easy
free trips for two to fabulous Hawaii—
(Once
ple as the prairie chicken or the played on Emory's campus.
just to get you Into our showroom.
• it's TRUE bourbon
you see our '66 Fords, first you'll want
want
you'll
then
...
one
to test-drive
• it's made by Hiram Wallow
to own one!) Any licensed driver
• it's IS proof
can enter our contest. Hurry.

A 17-year-old Martin High School
athlete was killed and five other
young people injured Saturday
night when a car slammed into a
bridge railing about 830 and was
demolished.
Mrs. T. L. Ainley and Mrs. HillSandy Lee Wright, a high school
man Westbrook attended the ex- stiller and member of the school's
ecutive committee meeting of the tumbling team, died about 9:30
Hopewell Presbyterial Cumberland p. m. Saturday in Martin's VolunPresbyterian Women at McKenzie teer General Hospital. He was the
on Saturday. This meeting was for eon of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wright
the purpose of planning the pro- of Martin.
gram for the regular spring meetInjured in the accident and still
ing, to be held In Dresden on undergoing hospital treatment In
March 20 at the Cumberland Mattis today were Howard J.
Church there.
Cruce, 19, reported to be the driver
Mrs. Coy Harr-non returned frorn of the car, •freshmen in business
of
Detroit where she has been the administration at UTMB, son
past two weeks with her daughter, Mrs. James R. Freeman of Marof
employe
Mrs. Neile Ruth Fry. Mrs. Fry tin; Joe Vincent, 18,
has recently had surgery and had the Martin Shoe Factory and the
Vinto return to the hospital the sec- son of Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
14,
ond time. Her friends will be glad cent of Martin; Kathy Davis,
to know die is doing fine at pres- Marlin High School freshman, dauDavis
E.
E.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
ent, although continuing treat- ghter of
, 14,
ments. Her doctor is confident of of Martin; Dianne Stephenson
of
complete recovery. Mrs. Fry ap- high school freshman, daughter
of
Ed
Stephenson
Mrs.
and
Mr.
thoughtpreciated, very much, the
fulness and concern of everyone Martin, and Donna Brock, 14, also
daughter
at
Martin,
freshman
a
around here.
Mrs. Junior Brock of
Homemakers were of Mr. and
Dukedom
Martio.
represented at the craft *chop' in
were serious, mine
injuries
While
Dresden on Morrtay by Mrs. Glyn
critical
Roberts, Mrs. Randall Brown and of the five was believed in
Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell. Initruc- condition.
occurred
plaques
wall
The accident reportedly
lions in stenciling and
when the car driven by the Cruce
were available.
Mrs. Effie Winston is still a pati- youth attempted to pass another
on
ent in Jones Hospital and is not car at the Martin city limits
on
Improving as much as we would Highway 45-E, the Mann:Fult
car
the
said
police
City
highway.
likr She was carried to Memphis
struck
by her son Ian week for a medical was moving toward Fulton,
returned to the bumper of an unidentified car
appointment, but
bridge rail.
the
into
slammed
and
Jones.
11.c car bounced from one side to
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Isbei are now
the other, striking the bridge rail
I..,mg at the former Cannon place
at least three times and ripping
on State Line, between Fulton and
off almost the entire left side.
Dukedom.
The Wright youth was thrown from
the car.
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lid -Bits

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

Happy Birthday

FOR LEASE

SERVICE
REPAIRS

MODERN 2-BAY
ASHLAND SERVICE STATION

ROPER

Fulton Insurance Agency

Teletype Utilized
In Business Games
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• Ten High
is very good
bourbon

TEST-DRIVE
AIM FORD!WIN A
WEEK IN HAWAII
FOR 1W01

• it's straight bourbon
whiskey

$2.50 KOS
Pint

1/5 Qt
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9.0584
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 101- PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER 8 SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS

11.01111.

VARDEN FORD SALES
PHONE— 472-1621

FULTON,KENTUCKY

b• sure to see your Ford de•Mr
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HELP WANTED:-FIREMAN
eduExperienced or trainee. H. S.
cation, age 26-40. Salary range
Page 8
872-$80 per week. Apply Henry
KENOF
, City Manager. City of South
COMMONWEALTH
OF Dusin
DEPARTMENT
TUCKY
Fulton, Tennessee.
HIGHWAYS
&
NOTICE _TO CONTRACTORS
OVER 30 first class used cars
by new Chryslers - Plymouths - ValiSealed bids will be received
at its ants. See Till Adams or Bob Glisthe Department of Highways
until son at the new Fulton Car Mart,
office, Frankfort. Kentucky,
Ky.
Time
ard
Stand
rn
Easte
Hwy. 51 by-pass, Fulton,
10:00 A. M.
of
Jr.,
1966, at Phone 472-2373.
Smith D. Broadbent,
on the 25th day of March,
a
ed
ly
elect
public
be
was
will
cky.
which time bids
Cadiz. Kentu
Directors
improveHELP WANTED: - SEWAGE
member of the Board of
opened and read for the
Aphone ComTREATMENT PLANT OPER
of:
of Southern Bell [tele
ment
in
TRAINEE - Age 24 40, salpany at a meeting of the Board
COUNTY, RS 38-927 TOR
n'.
roN
Meeha
rtru
tion.
H. S. educa
Atlanta today.
Ky. ary open.
the Shuck Switch Road from
y desirable. Apply Henry
nced by
east cal abilit
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Smith Broadbent
Elected Director
Of Bell System

DEWEY JOHNSON

Friday - Saturday SPECIALS
2500 V STORES COUNTY WIDE
1966

SWING-A-WAY
CAN OPENER

CAST IRON
9" SKILLET

ALUMINUM
PIE CARRIER

Room Darkeliog
WINDOW SHADE

01

$2.00

$2.00

$1.34

.34

BISSEL RUG
SHAMPOO

Western Newell
TRAVERSE ROD

Tripod Plastic
PLANTER

22oz.
SIZE

Nikie Forrester,
Dr. 0. B. Neely,
Receive Injuries

$1.34 '$11Eg $1.66

$1.34

S. P. MOORE & CO.

TRY THE eta& BOURBON

(Green Lobe!)
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$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Bett
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N HILL DISTILLERIES. INC, BARDSTOWN. NELSO
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Of interest to Homemakers
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FULTON, KENTUCKY THURSDAY, MARC
Hickman County
Library Work Told

by
Wendell P. Butler

&

1111US.

Ky.

Commissioner
Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

-A
CLINTON, Ky.,
total of 32,975 volumes were circulated through the Hickman
County Public library during
1966 according to Mrs. Kelly
Roos, librarian.
This was an increase of 2,000
over 1964.
Of the total this year, 14,41013
volumes were checked out of
the library and 18,490 were
checked out of the bookmobile
operated from the library in all
communities in the county. The
library is supported locally by
a $750 •nnual appropriation
from the Hickman County Fiscal Court and a similar appropriation from the City of Clinton
with an additional MO annual
contract for services from the
Hickman Couzty board of edu-

ty.
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Burley tobacco
growers in Kentucky
and the eight-state
burley belt face an
Important decision on
March 10. On this
date they will vote to
adopt the acreagepoundage control plan
for burley, or vote to
take a 15 per cent cut
in their 1966 allotment. How they vote,
however, has an
effect greater than
merely determining
the size of their 1966

Do you realize
you are graded by
your friends and
business associates
on the way you
look?
We all grade the people we
mist Why not be sure you

pi an "A"

on your Good

Grooming Report Card? Be
sure 01 always having that
"look of newness" by using

this exclusive drycleaning
mom

The future security
of the burley support
program might well
be determined by the
outcome of the referendum March 10.
The attitude in the
United Staten Congress is not altogether
favorable to the
tobacco program.
The program is constantly attacked by
those who say that it
is foolish to discourage smoking at
the health level and
encourage it at the
agricultural level.
This critical pressure
will grow in coming
sessions of Congress.
Added to this problem is the loss of
legislative power
that agriculture, in
general, is facing.
As more and more
people leave rural
areas and move to
the cities, more and
more congressmen
become responsible
to an urban constituency. A congress
composed of a majority representing
urban dwellers will
not approve subsidies
for a losing program.
And tobacco will be a
losing program if
steps are not taken to
control production.
Under the law
governing the tobacco
program. the Secretary of Agriculture
must take action
when th e amount on
hand exceeds 2.8
years disappearance
supply. Based on
past disappearance
rates, the stock on
hand today is 3.25
years supply.

LA COMPANY BY
MOTTLED UNDere AUTHORITY OF 1I45 000A-CO

TIN

FULTON

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

COMPANY

clearance
ty national.
This Is our FINAL PRICE SLASH on this top-goali
winter stocks.
advertised morchondis• loft ever from smr tall and
Help yourselves, gentlemen, while quantifies lest!

hall price

Over 200 pr. Slacks

Over 150 Long Sleeve Sport Shirts
NOW AT HALF PRICE
now $2 te $S

Wore $3.95 to 25.95

Sweaters and Hats
One Group Pants, Now only
One Group Shirts, Now only

cation.

tyi

Half Price
$2.00
$1.00

Many other Bargains
Shop _ _ Save _ _ Stock up!

flowers
Now Is tho time to at beautiful
ents at
your Spring end Fall arrangem

BARGAIN PRICES
U.N. Fellowship
To Honor Adlai

Insurance Firms Ask
Auto Rate Increases
last fall.
NMI Brown, director of the
legal department,
Nashville
Mid Tuesday night he has be✓m an investigation of ths application to mu if the Mks Is
justified.
Brown, acting on inaneUses from Briley, said Ida offke still recommend a eaurso
of action followingthe
Um of this companies' request.
"The law requirosthe companies to present evidence that
justified the Increase," Brown
said. "V !boy hill, then they
ars oat entitled to • rate
ineromms."
The National Automobile
Underwriters An., representing 223 companion, asked Wats Insoranee and Banking
Albert WilCommissioner
liams to approve a 9.5 percent increanit in comprehensive and collision coverage
At the same time, the National Bureau of Casualty Underwriters, representing anour 140 companies, is seektog • 10 percent Increase in
premiums paid for liability and
physical damage coverages.
Deputy Insurance Commisitionor Jahn Washington said
lit companies represented by
the two rating bureaus write
approsimately SO percent at
the automobile insurance issued annually in Tennessee,
The NAUA request would
cost motorists in the state an
estimated $2.6 million more
per mar, while the proposed
NBCU increase would require

Automobile
Motor Stolen

on additional W.7 mi.lion annually In promiurass.
Williams rejected a 27.4
percent Inersiao proposed by
NBCU last mar, game noel a
requested 9.6 percent Mks by
the NAUA. Balti pea/less were
apposed by Wiley.

sal*.

JEWELRY - Ye PRICE

Lovely selections for Mothers Day

AND GRADUATION DAY
1 lot of
2 PRICE
1
CANDLES -/

table
Also bargains on our seas and end

VITA-RAMA SALE
'4-13EXEL
1/2 PRICE on Economy Sizes
2 for The Price of 1 (on Some)
Tremendous Savings on All
I HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY To Be The Proud Owner
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Get Your Coupon
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CHILDREN

They me as The use.. in
aims lust LIKE CHAOS
DEL ICIOUS Friaitillamed fl
Multiple colon and CHEW

$4.80

100s
(100 Ors' suet*)
REG $5.95

SAVE...SAVE...

ROCHESTER, N.Y
Mrs. Allen Ohioan of suburban
Brighton had trouble starting
her automobile Wednesday and
called a repairman.
The repairman quickly found
the trouble.
The moue had bee mien

10c each or 8 for $1.00

Some arrangements on
Our entire stock of

- The
WASHINGTON
UMW Nations will honor Adliti
E. Stevenson's memory with a
fellowshM program paid for by
the United States.
The program, proposed by
President Johnson and approved
by Secretary-General U. Thant,
will divert 1100,000 contributed
to the organization's institute
lor training and research for the
fellowships.
At the start - the number is
expected to increase - 8 to 10
bongo youths will be given the
tellowstdps to terve as -Interns"
at tea Dead Nattier.

- Two rating bureaus representing 363
NASHVILLE
companies have asked rate lacrosse In Tennessee, Which
could cost state motorists an mitirnatid 54.3 million por year
In automobUe insurance premiums.
But the move may trigger opposition frorn Nashville Mayor
Beverly Briley, who successfully fought a similar request

OLE WHALER BAROMETER
aspelmem11 le MMUS Can OM NUMB
aes we Ow See by Maim am flinembe.
I
tererallr wean weremar damn 24 we,
*Ma Oe amenB, strelsam-englas
-an
litre an ON*,Inner.
Sew Mere
mold bala • IMORMISI
45 we as taa It al ari ntrs. Order weal
04 wee al allta.

19c each or 6 for $1.00
29c each or 4 for $1.00

Railroad Salvage
Lake Si. - Fulton, Ky.

SHOE REPAIR
,Vr• pickup and delivr r
PHONE 472 1513
or 472 1700

,mplA:11" Slice Repair
FULTON, KENTUCKY 42041

Army Mater% Command Floki Safety Agency at Charlestown, Ind., where Mr. Martin
has bolo chief of the agency's Publicatiom
Division since 1961. Making the presentation
ems Ray L. Myers, agency director.

rea,0100
IRECOCIIITLID - Charles J.
• native of Keaton and brother of Joe Marhas recounty,
°blob
of
agent
counG
tin,
calved a Dept. of the Army certificate and
superior
for
award
sustained
cash
• 5250
performance of his assigned duties at the

. ..

220 MAIN STREET

Beautiful
Permanent

On All

PLASTIC
FLOWERS

Were Kee Is $17.95
NOW - SIN as SCSI

On Thursday, Ilarebv•TI, Felton
County Homehakers art' sponsor
a Spring Millinery Worship for any
interested women in the area. Mrs.
Alberta Am-Rhein of Alberta's Millinery Arts, Hopedale, Illinois will
conduct the workshop at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 212
Second Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
The day session will be from 9:30
a. m. to 4 p. m. and the evening
session from 8 p. m. to 10:00.
Tickets for either of the sessions
can be secured from Homemakers
or by calling the Extension Office
236-2351.
The day seulon will be limited
to 60 persons and the night session
to 40.

204 Main Street

1/2 PRICE
SAVE $1.49
REG. $2.98

NOW

$1.49

6 ounce sae
REG. $1.79

sub an a mom
mega le vie INIM

SAVE $3.74
(8'

months' supply)

REG $7.49

NOW $3.75
60 Tablets
(60 days' supply)

REG. $1.98

Now $1.20

Now $1.32

SAVE 5$c

SAVE S6c
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FAMOUS BOOK Of
USEFUL QUOTATIONS
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SAY "CHE-E-E-S-E"
You don t have to be on al mixing
with cream. chives. pine
candid camera to say "cheese" apple
or other flavorings. and
and so broaden your smile. It's its compatibi
lity with fruits for
also a smart thing to say when a low -calorie.
vitamin and minyau want something interesting eral-rich
luncheon platter. The
for a simple menu. easy to pre- Germans
call it •schmierkase.
pare. tasty and nutritious.
(spreading cheese)
Cheese is made front milk,
English and Americas
skimmed milk or cream Most
English cheddar and its Amer
types are made from the curd.
but some are based on whey The ican counterpart are popular, too.
process is one of enzyme or (er. for toasted sandwiches, Holland,
ment action the ferments a e aise dressing, in cream sauce,
derived from various molds or as a garnish for apple pie, in
bacteria. The type of cheese is cold cuts unit5 for topping can.
determined by the mold or the seroles of seIftoped foods, or
bacteria and by the process used Just for eating by the hunk as
snacks_
A Concentrated Food
Cream cheese
useful as a
Cheese is a concentrated pro- basis for cheese 1k
dbos. with one
tein food, containing up to 36 of the 'bleu' varieties' such
as
percent by weight of protein. French Roquefort, Danish
or
mainly casein Thu, a three ounce American bleu, English Stilton
portion of cheese would supply or Italian Gorgonzola Other good
about one ounce of protein, or white cheeses are American
about 40% of a day's requirement brick. Dutch Edan) or Gouda.
for an adult male 4154 pounds) French Brie. Savoie or Neuf
doing average work. The fat in chalet, or 'pineapple'
cheese varies from almost none
More Robust Flavors
in unereamed cottage cheese to
Somewhat more robest in ha
about 30 percent in the more 'fat'
nor
are
the Swiss types. Gruyere
cheeses
Almost every nation has its or Emmenthal. the Krench l'a
membert
and the Belgian lam
favorite cheeses, determined by
the kind of milk used, the en, burger, or the American Limier
ryme. and the conditions of cur kranz
A useful cheese for sprinkling
leg Practically every variety of
foreign 'cheese is paralleled by over pasta dishes or onion soup
or
wherever a dash of piquancy
a similar type made in the United
States Often the domestic is is desired, is grated Parmesan
This
is best purchased, if posIndistinguishable from the im.
port This is due to the smmigra sible. in ehunks, and grated
lion of espert cheese makers redly off the piece, but the
from many nations, and the dup- ready.grated product is good if
lication of aging conditions such it is kept closed. refrigerated
Is constant temperature caves, and not allowed to grow too old
Brown Cheeses
where the same procedure can
be carried on as in the original
Brown cheeses are a favorite
in Scandinavia. they include
setting.
goats' milk cheese and the Gee
Cottage Cheese Popolar
man Muenster Gourmet varieties
Possibly the cheese in most of cheese are flavored
with sage.
common use is cottage cheese, spices and wines
because of its mild flavor. less
Yes, madam. when in doubt,
calories, and its adaptability to say che-e-e-es
e- and smile

Fish or Fried Chicken
with all the trimmings
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
Come out and enjoy a delicious dinner
and browse through our Gift Shop

Rat
"
reffltdee
RESTAURANT
PHONE 471-2141
SOUTH FULTON. TENN.

11111111Mdamsbils
TORMIAN aid
lira llamado(-15 CITULSS SOMME
4 cipor H•edloo Canverli4)4•4

A BREATH OF SPRING IN THE MIDST OF WINTER—
Louise and Bob Bay dress the window
of ass
Bay's Family Shcs Store to shoo the lovely now spring
merchandise tor all the family.
Today we are spotlighting the
Bay's Family Shoe Store, owned
and operated by Mr, and Mrs.
Jack Bay. their son. fieb. and
Bob's wife, the family who actually
'shopped around for this business
location, and settled in Fulton,
Kentucky just over a year ago.
Why did they choose Fulton? Because they liked the tow n. considereo it a good place to orate their
business, and better still because
bus liked the people. Louise and
Bob said "We found these folks
so friendly. and interesting, and
they mere the down-to-earth sort—
The kind you like to settle down to
live with."
Bay's carries several lines' of
quality 'shoes and can fit the entire family with Miss Wonderful.

.l'empos, Petite Orbs. John C. Roberts. Jarman. Outdoersman. Red
Goose, Storybooks. The combined
sales experience of these shoe
salesmen adds up to one hundrea
years. and all have bolls the
knowledge and experience to fit
sheet correctly. They stress the
importance of proper fit, and enjos having satisfied customers. The
show room is large and comfort.
able. You are incited to shop
leisurely. or just visit and browse.
Lucille Hall and Margie Cummings
are also on the sales staff—a
friendly group who like to sell
quality name brand shoes .
popular styles
to all the family
This is a -family shoe store- iii
more than on, way' Not only do

they carry shoes for all your (anti
Is but the Bay family—Jack an,
Maggie Bay and Bob and Louis,
Au:, —all work in the stare All or
extremely likeable people who di
toy what they are doing. Bob am
I.ouise have two sons. Robert I 18
a 1965 graduate of Fulton High
studying aeronautical engineetrin
at Auhurro John 1211 is studyire
°Thundery at Memphis State.
We like this lamily who char:,
Fidon from the many other town
lc make their home and set
their business. You will like to stoi
in this friendly place of business
uht her it's to visit. for adverbsor buy those heautdul shoes!
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Take a look! It's your favorite
casual classic
slant) A smartly buckled sling-back
has been
supple glove leather and genuin
e handsewn
penny rnoc ... made to suit the
very soul of
non -conformist. As seen in
Vogue. $8

00

with a stylish new
added to the soft,
vamp of Tempos
the casual - loving

FREE PAD -- FREE INSTALLATION!
•W001

•Acrilan
*Nylon
•Herculon

ALEXANDER SMITH Carpet
Installed by WADE'S Factory
d
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West Kentucky
Barrow Show Is
Set March 10-14

12

gi
HT

each
The Sixth Annual West Ken- trophy to the winner in
tucky District Barrow Show and division will be awarded. Jim
for
t1geril
held Pry.-- Agrouttoral
Carcass Contest will be
March 113-14, 1966. The District the Illinois Central Railroad,
the
Barrow Show %%Al be conducted who is chairman of
for the Chamat the Purchase Fair Grounds, culture Committee
will be in
Mayfield. Kentucky. and the ber of Commerce
Contest.
Judging
of
the
charge
Carcass Contest will take place
Joe Wood,
at the ReMoof Packing Com- He will be assisted by
of the
President
Vice
Executive
pany, Union City, Tennessee.
be received Mayfield-Graves County ChambBarrows will
Arlie
and
Thursday, March 10 from 12:00 er of Commerce
Pronoun until 5 00 n m. The Bar- Scott, Animal Husbc.ndry
College.
row Show will begin at 8,00 a. fessor, Murray Stale
blanks
entry
and
rules
For
CarThe
m Friday. March It.
Show
cass Shots at Reelfoot will be for the District Barrow
contact
Monday, Starch 14 at 5:00 p.m. and Carcass C.n.:est
Director,
MOO. in premiums will be offer- George W. Buchanan.
Division of Shows an.-.1 FThns.
ed at this annual event.
of AgriculClasses will include: cotruner- Kentucky Department
or
cial single barrows. purebred ture, Frankfort, Kentucky,
Chairman.
Show
Skimer,
Roy
single
youth
barrows,
single
Prnduc.ien
Jackson Purcha•e
barrows ,41-1 and FFA members
and open class pen of three Credit Association, Mayfield,
Kentucky.
barrows or gilts..
This show is sponsored by the
The on-foot judge mill be Dr.
Science Kentucky 1)epa.itment of :tortHarlan hichie.
aad the Reelfoot Packculture
Department. Michigan Stale Uncooperation
iversity The carcass judge will ing Company in
Division of Agriculthe
be Dr. York Varney. Meat Ex- with
Frankfort, KenEclucafien.
tural
of
University
Specialist.
tension
tucky: Maylield-Graven County
Kentucky.
Mayfield
As an added attraction this Chamber of Commerce.
l Extenyear, the Mayfield-Graves Coun- Kentucky; Agricultura
KenLexington.
Service,
sion
will
ty Chamber of Commerce
Agriculture Departaponsor an Adult and Junior tucky; and
(7ollege,
Susie
Murray
ment,
be
.1101stng Contest. Prizes will
given each pacticiputat and a Murray, Kentucky.

dinner
3hop
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DOUBLE FEATURE`
PROGRAM!
"WALT DISNEY'S"

"Those Calloways"
In Technicolor!
— PLUS —

Dear
To My Heart"
"So

Sunday Thru Tuesday

.1k
DAY
N
DOIRI
ROD TAYLOR

Ray's Pit Bar-Blue;
SANDWICH

PlNY

MERRILY WE ROLL ALONG.
as Brewni“ in
FULTON GIRL SCOUT TROOP 21 st•rted together
as headers They
Brock
George
Mrs.
and
Hunt
Morino
Mrs
with
IOW
After throe ye•rs
wore Brownies For two aaaaa then went to Juniors.
thoy will adyanc• to C•dettes.
Elaine May.
TROOP INCLUDES (Bottom Row, NH to right)
Susan Henson, Eve
Donis. Hamra, Jonifer Copeland, Kathy GI•scow,
Bill Ferritrick, leadWatson, Ann F•nwick - floc row loft to right): Mrs.
Lawson, Lynn
er; Conley Hunt, Susan Holt. Donna Sensing, LaDorma
Williams, Mrs. Jack Haddad, assistant le•der.

Pharmacy
till Aim
Explained

000
uare
ards
irpet
In
lock.

The aim of the bill before
the Kentucky Legislature con
centime the pharmacy prolesUM 15 to control the issuing of
drugs required by law to be disdensed only upon the present)
tion of • doctor, John H. Oehlschlaeger Jr., president of the
Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association said
Oehlschlaeger. in answering
recent published criticisms of
the bill, said the legislation is
applicable only to the area
where the federal government
says a pharmacist is required
to dispense the drugs.
Critics have stated that the
bill would prevent any other
stores, except pharmacies or
drug stores, from selling such
items as paint thinner. Fpsom
salts or lime, for example.
He also took exception to the
criticism that since the bill requires a pharmacist to be on
duty at all times, small-town
druggists would have to close
their stores to go to lunch.
"That has always been the
law," he said, "but the enforcement of it is another matter."
Oehlschlaeger told the SunDemocrat the reason the salary

of the secretary-treasurer of the
state pharmacy board was not
listed was because it would be
then replied of them to p
to the legislature every time
a raise was sought for the secretary-treasurer
The bill would also require
the issuing of permits to each
establishment that issues drugs
:n addition to the licensing of
each pharmacist.
Oehlschlaeger also noted that
Section 18 of the ball specifically notes that nothing in the act
applies to the manufacturers,
distributors or retailers of economic poisons, insecticides.
fungicides, rodenticides, herbicides, agricultural growth inhibitors, veterinary drugs properly labeled for over the counter
sale of feeds containing drugs.
_

Daniel Boone
Play Planned
HARRODSBURG, Ky.
"The Legend of Daniel Boone,"
a 90-minute historical play, will
open June 17 at Harrodsburg.
Now being written by Jan
Hartman, a New York playwright, the outdoor drama will
feature the lives of Daniel Boone
and James Harrod.
John Crockett, manager of
Fort Harrod Drama Productions, said Hartman plans to use
the device of the story teller
who will bnng in the Boone
legend for the audience.

Boy Shot
At Fulton
Recovering
—A
FULTON Ky
18-year-old boy was in satisfactory condition at Baptist Hospital ir Memphis today after being accidentally shot in the side
at his home here
The iniured boy is J T Owen.
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Children like Kaopectate'

p•

Thq 2=a Story
FULTON

Act Now

YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES
AT THE LOW PRICES ON GARMENTS
Sweaters WINTER Blouses
DRESSES! SKIRTS COATS Slim Jims
;IA

1'11031
2
$

FROM

M

soiRO

you webBELIEVE

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

ft COLOR CARTOONI

•
•

1% /1

to the
When diarrhea upsets a member of your family, turn
comforting relief of Upjohn's Kaopectate. It's prompt
acting, soothing and pleasant tasting. Families have
in
trusted Kaopectate for more than 28 years. Available
unbreakable bottles that are at home in your medicine
chest or travel case.

KINK WIELET RIOS FIIIINI
cossocus Ur a OE 11.115

Ho-Made Chill

•

Lo7e; Tall

H Carpet
S Factory

And Try Our

Subscribe To The News
Tha Complete Newspaper

Orammaa•
arm

LAKE STRUT

an Ian ameba, Sabo Sada 4101/ala4

ENTERTAINMENT
Each Thursday and
Saturday Nights

•
•
•

Kaspectati

472-1501

FRENCH FRIES

L-I-V-E

•

$

noir

SHOP
South Fulton

Custom Berbeiguing
at all time;
BIG HAMBURGERS
THICK SHAKES
coNge, tooC
FISH SANDWICHES

LAST 4 DAYS DOTTY SHOP

(parents trust it)

ION!

son of Mrs. Louise Vincent and
stepson of Hayden Vincent.
Officials said the accident orcured about 5 30 p.m. as young
Owen and two brothers, 19 and
13, were home alone.
Further details were unobtainable.
Young Owens is a student at
Dresden, Tenn. High School, but
recently moved to Fulton.
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COATS
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$29

$2
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YOUR OWN EVES!

No Winter Merchandise Will
Be Moved To Our New Store
Wver Again Will You Find Quality
Merchandise At These Low Prices!

Dottq
Fulton. KY.
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Rates Jump Next Fall

fees--student union, yearbook. health
and other required fees—which frx-merly
were not collected as part of the regular
tuition
Out-of-state tuition IS $400 this year
at the state colleges and was scheduled
to go to $450 next year
Resident Fees Stable
Fees foe resident students n ere
changed slightly at the state colleges. but
students will be paying no more in total
fees than previously scheduled for nest
fall.
Resident students will pay $240 a year
at tbr five state colleges. including $40
in incidents/ fees. This year's tuition is
$125

MCKENZIE, l'enn.
Bethel College s tit award contracts soon on ccestruction of
two buildings and renovation of
the present library ass science
MU.
Dr. John David Hall, vice
president for development,told
the Bethel trustees Wednesday
Ike new men's dormiteD aid a

Al the t,K colleges of medicine and
Kentucky residents nil, pay $130 in
dentntrs. ort-of-date tuition eIt be summer
SI 280 nest fall. compared to 11.080 non-. cluding fees at the state colleges, inincidental fees Last summer the
Rewleal toil100 St ill go up $40 In $000
fee was $43.75 plus incidental fees.
The council also beard a report that
it3ge,
SUOMI
,
the state will need several hundred addi
The emincil approved a motion per- honal social markers in the next sear or
so
to work in Medicare and other new
nihttiltit 0nplemenIgliOn of the new lees
In !he 1966 summer session if any Col- federal programs
Leslie
Damson, commissioner of the
lege or t K it ants to do that
slate
The new summer fees at UK n ill he asked Department of Economic Security,
the
S220 for out-o(state students, up hymn recruiting council for cooperation in
college seniors to do social
the pres was 5170. Resident fees will be work
for the state after they graduate.
380. up from 870
Dr.
Al the state colleges, simmer fern stilt head Adron Doran. president of MoreState College. suggested that sumbe $145 for out of•state students iticlud
mer institutes be held to train college
tog 510 in incidental fees Last summer
graduates in the specific skillls needed
the fee was $100 plus incidental fees
its the state

DON MILLS

Ore
WEEKEND SPECIALS!

10 JR. CHUCK BURGERS $1.00
(To Go)

"Take A Sack Full Home"

It's The Best
Sc Hamburger
In Town!
DIAL
472-3941
U. S. 51 ByPass
Fulton, Ky.
Famous tor Chuckburgers —
Pit Bar-B-Q

Don Mills of Clinton. press
secretary to Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt. was honored as one of
the state's Outstanding Young
Men for 1965 at the Kemucky
Jaycees banquet Saturday night
at Paul Blazer High School in
Ashland.
The other two winners of the
Outstanding Young Men honor
are Henry T. Carlisle, superin
tendent of the Bowling Green
electric plant board, and Richard S. Nelson, city attorney for
South Fort Mitchell.
The three, selected by out-ofstate judges, were named for
the annual awards on the basis
of individual achievement and
contributions to their profession
and state.
Mills, 29. is a former repoi ter
for the Paducah Sun-Democrat
Also honored Saturday night
at the Jaycee banquet was Dr.
Newman W. Walker. Paducah
school superintendent who was
named "Outstanding Young Educator of Kentucky" by the Kentucky Jaycees.
Mills was described by the
Jaycees as "press secretary,
speech-writer and close advisor"
to the governor. They cited his
work with Breathitt in educa!Ion. industrial d e v el opment.
traffic safety, civil rights, crintinal justice and other areas as
significant contributions to tbc
welfare of the state.
Mills, a journalism graduate
of the University el Kentucky.
attended Edinhurgh Universits
in Scotland on a Rotary Foundation Fellowship in IMA-M. The
following year he attended tiv_.
new University of K en tut k y
School of Diplomacy and International Commerce on a ,abol•
arship and was elected the fit-1
student president of the school
At the age of /3, in his hometown of Clinton, Mills launched
and edited a weekly mimeographed newspaper that lasted
four years. Its circulation crew

to 306.
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Men's Short Sleeve
DRESS SHIRTS

Boys Western
JEANS
• Never Need Ironing
• 50% Polyester,
50c; Cotton
• Black - Olive - Blue.
Sizes 8 to 16
o

• Never Need Ironing
• 100% Nylon Tricot
• Sizes 141
/
2 to 17
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Eighth Is A Serie:

people Introducing Our Churches

THE NEWS

KR

K

by Miss Jessie Orgain

011101

mum.,

Joe Martin,
Douai, Ag
Utikre ate,
Tenn. el"

Editorial enterprise like this builds superior
readership. One reason
your advertising is so effective in

65', Polyester - 35% Cotton

307 Broadway
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Ladies Slacks

k

DER By'

i

IwEEz onoppers
1

-

5 to 12 p. m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75t

Jottings

* Regularly ___ $9.00!
Wools - Cottons
a Black * Olive

Fresh Caught Fish
Mush Puppies, Claw.
T•rler Saucy
French Fir*

FRIDAY

tor B real hitt's gubernatorial
campaign and on Dec. 10, 1963,
was named to his present post
arlisle. 32, manages a $3.5
million electrical distribution
system for Bowling Green,

He served us press secretary
in formic LI. Gov, Wilson Ws;
unsticcessfA campaign ler
the U.S. fienzie in I9C2. Later.
was state publicity chairmen

learning center and inunfica,,
dons to the library will
cost
0940,000.
The trustees approved al,.
171,389 budget, largest In Ma.
tory, which wIll be submitted to
the Cumberland Preebyterbui
Church when it convenes
at
Memphis Juno 15. Bethel Is the
only schoel °Periled by the
church.
'Ihe new budget provides
funds for nine new teachers.
Trustees also gave approval
to plans for a new women's
dormitory.

Bethel To Build
New Structures

Mills And Walker Honored
As'Outstanding Young Men'

DR. WALKER

4
96.

Council Raises 1Vonresident Tuition
FRANKFORT. Ky—The Council on
Public Higher Faducation yesterday increased tuition fees for out-of-state
students at the University of Kentucky
and the five state colleges.
UK out-of-state fees will be $820
starting next fall for an academic year
of two semesters. This is $300 more than
this year's tuition and $100 more than
the fee schedule for next fall previously
approved by the council Fees for Kentucky residents will be $290 a year. up
$30 from this year but unchanged from
previous council action.
At the five state colleges, out-ofstate
tuition will be $580 a year by next fall.
This includes $40 a year in incidental

March 3, 1966
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Bethel To Build
New Structures

Council Raises 1Vonresident Tuition
fees—student union, yearbook. health
and other required fees—which formerly
FRANKFORT. Ky—The Council on were not collected as part of the regular
Public Higher Education yesterday in- tuition.
creased tuition fees for out-of state
Out-of-state tuition is $400 this year
students at the University of Kentucky at the state college.. and was scheduled
and the five state colleges.
to go to $450 next year
UK out-of-state fees will be $820
starting next fall for an academic year
Resident Fees Stable
of two semesters This is $200 more than
this year's tuition and $100 more than
Fees for resident students were
the fee schedule for next fall previously changed slightly at the slate colleges, but
approved by the council Fees for Ken- students will be paying no more in total
tucky residents will be $280 a year, up fees than previously scheduled for nest
$30 from this year but unchanged from fall.
previous council action.
Resident students will pay $240 a year
At the five state colleges, out-of-state at the five state colleges, including $40
tuition will be $580 a year by nest fall. in incidental fees This years tuition is
This includes $40 a year in incidental $175.

MCKENZIE, Tenn.
Bethel College will award contracts soon on construction of
two buildings and renovation of
the present library ass science
hall.
Dr. John David Hall, vice
president for development,told
the Bethel trustees Wednesday
the new men's dornotory-and 4

At the UK colleges of medicine and
Kentucky residents will pay $410 in
dentistry. net-of-state tuition will be summer fees at the state colleges, in$1280 next fall. compared to 91.080 now. cluding incidental fees. Last summer the
Hesident tuition
go up $40 to SKOP.
fee was $43 75 plus incidental fees.
The council also heard a report that
Summer Rates p
the state will need several hundred addl.
tional social workers in the next year or
The i-iiiinNl ammo crt A motion per- so to work
in
other new
mitting implhmentation of the new fees federal progranisMedicare and
in the 1966 summer session if any colLeslie Daoson, commissioner of the
lege m l'K wants to do that.
state Department of Economic Security,
The nets summer fees at UK will he asked the council for cooperation in
$220 for out-of•state students. up from recruiting cullese seniors to do social
the pro mus 0170. Resident fees will be work for the state after they graduate_
$80. up frost 570.
Dr. Adron Doran. president of MoreAt the stole college,
. Ammer Zees s‘ ell head State College. suggested that sumbe $145 for out of
students whirl. mer institutes be held to train college
ing $IO in incidental fees Last summer graduates in the specific skillls needed
the fee was $100 plus incidental fees.
by the state.

learning center ana inoatticatins to the library will coat
$940,000.
The trustees approved a $1,17i,389 budget, largest in htstory, which will be submitted In
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church when it convenes at
Memphis June 15. Bethel la the
only schocl operated by the
chur ch.
The new budget provides
funds for nine new teachers,
Trustees alas gaveapproval
to piens fur a new women's
dormitory.

Mills And Walker Honored
As'Outstanding Young Men'
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Don Mills of Clinton. press
secretary to Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt, was honored as one of
the state's Outstanding Young
Men for 1965 at the Kentucky
Jaycees banquet Saturday night
at Paul Blazer High School in
Ashland.
The other two winners of the
Outstanding Young Men honor
are Henry T. Carlisle, supenntendent of the Bowling Green
electric plant board, and Richard S. Nelson, city attorney for
South Fort Mitchell.
The three, selected by out-ofstate iudges, were named for
the ai,nual awards on the basis
of individual achievement and
contributions to their profession
and state.
Mills, 29. is a former repoi ler
for the Paducah Sun-Democrat.
Also honored Saturday night
at the Jaycee banquet was Dr
Newman W. Walker. Paducah
school superintendent who was
named "Outstanding Young Educator of Kentucky" by the Kentucky Jaycees.
Mills was described by Ito
Jaycees as "press secretary,
speech-writer and close ads sor"
to the governor. They cited his
work with Breathitt in education, industrial der elopment,
traffic safety, civil rights, criminal justice and other areas as
significant contributions to the
welfare of the state.
• Mills, a journalism graduate
of the University of %snatchy,
attended Edinholigh University
in Scotland on a Rotary Foundation Fellowship in 1958-9e. The
following year he attendrd the
new University of Kentucky
School of Diplomacy and International Commerce on a schol•
arship and was elected the firq
student president of the school.
At the age of 13, in his hometown of Clinton, Mills launched
and edited a weekly mimeographed newspaper that lasted
It
7re

to 306.

tor B Tea t hilt's gubernatorial
campaign and on Dec 10. 1963.
was named to his present post
artiste. 32, manages a $3.5
million electrical distribution
system for Bowling Green

tie served us press sec relies
in formcr It Gov. Wilson Wv
aft's unsuccessful campai,:n lI
the VS. Sencte in I9e2. Later
was state publicity chairman

THE NEXT TIME YOU
SIT NEXT TO SOMEONE
READING THE NEVIS,
BORROW IT.
see what

THOUSANDS of other people see in it

Local Pictures
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CH:E:STB—rirr TKUT GLADE
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughn

Boys Western
JEANS
• Never Need Ironicg
• 50% Polyester,
Uri, Cotton
Black - Olive - Blue
• Sizes 8 to 16

o

• Never Need Ironing
• 100
(7, Nylon Tricot
• Sizes 141,i to 17
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a
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by Miss Jessie Orgain

Eighth In A Series

people Introducing Our Churches Editorial enterprise like this builds superior
readership. One reason
your advertising is so effective in
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MARTIN -- Announcement was made
here this week of the coming visit of
Governor Frank G, Clement to Weakley
County on March Ilth -- • busy day for
the state's chief executive.
The major function of the day will
be the dedication ceremonies for • women's residence hall on the campus of
the University of Tennessee here. The
University's Board of Trustees has voted
to name the building "Clement Hall"
in honor of the governor.
On hand for the dedication will be
University president, Andrew Holt. Chancellor Paul Meek 8th district congressman Robert A. (Fats) r.vereti anti a host
of other educational and political dignitaries.
Throughout the day, Governor Clement will tour the county, visiting in
each of its five towns, meeting municipal
officials and inspecting industrial establishments and locations.
The county tour is being planned by
the county's Chamber of Commerce. Its

executive vice-president, J, R. Pierce,
said Tuesday morning, that the visits
to the community will be designed to
show the Governor exactly what has been
clone and what needs to be done industrially and municipally in Weakle> County.
That evening an appreciation dinner at
the UTMH Fielaiouse Is scheduled and
members of th Governor's cabinet, Congressman Everett, and many outstanding
citizens from west Tennessee and across
the state are expected to attend.
Weakley County Judge Cayce Pentecost and the mayors of Gleason, Greenfield, Sharon, Dresden and Martin--Charlie Huggins, Jack Huggins, Russell
Jones, Fred Rucker and Doug Murphy
will host the banquet which gets underway at seven o'clock.
Pierre will act as master as ceremonies for the occasion and Frank Prins,
Jr., Greenfield industrialist and member
of the State's Indust r Lai Development Commission will introduce the Governor.

Spring Clean-Up:

• TRUCK
a
• TRACTOR

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
399 Cenlral Ave. 479-2352

Save on
Unicap
Chewable®

Here's How to Make
Home Spic and Span
Spring Clean-Up Week is rolling around again, and you
can do your share toward making your home and your community a better place to live by following these few simple
suggestions, says the American Insurance Association.
• You can start the clean-up job in your own attic. This
is frequently a place where old newspapers, furniture, and
other discarded combustibles collect. Go through the newspapers and old magazines, and throw out those you no
longer want. There will be a new newspaper arriving tomorrow, and new magazines next week or next month.
• Also, look around the attic.and see if there is any clothing you will never wear. Throw it out or give it to a charitable organization which, in turn, will pass it on to some
needy person or sell the garment for rags. Many charitable
organizations make a good income through selling old newspapers and rags, and you can help the charity by turning
these old combustibles into useful dollars.
• Check the attic light. If it is not working right, have
it repaired by a qualified electrician.
• Now, check fire hazards that may exist in the bedroom
closets. If there are old blankets or worn out sheets and
other items you may never use again, throw these out, too,
or give them to a charitable organization. And, incidentally,
never step into unlighted closets with lighted candles or
matches. Always use a flashlight. In fact, it is a good plan
to keep a flashlight on the shelf in closets that are frequently used.
• In bedrooms, too, check lights, extension cords and
switches, and have them repaired by a qualified service man
if they are not in good operating order. NVindow air conditioners should be serviced at least once a year by a qualified
maintenance man to be sure the unit is well lubricated and
will run smoothly. A dry overheated bearing in a motor
can cause an unwanted fire. In bedrooms, too, throw out
old newspapers and magazines if they have accumulated.
• If you have smokers in your house, make stare that there
are plenty of ash trays in every room, including the bedroomi. And keep in mind that one should never smoke in
bed. Matches and smoking are a leading cause of fires, and
are responsible for one out of every five fires.
• In the living room and dining room, as in the bedroom,
make sure that all electrical equipment is in working order.
Check extension cords if you use them, and never run them
tinder rugs, over hooks or nails or in any place where they
might be subject to wear or damage. Remember, American
Insurance Association studies show that every fifth fire is
caused by misuse of electricity.
• In the kitchen all electrical equipment should he
checked. If you use a gas range, make sure the pilot light
is working properly. If you have a towel rack, it should never
be placed where towels will hang over an open flame. Keep
range ovens, broilers and burners free of grease, and if you
have a grease container it should be kept away from the
range.
• Basements, like attics, are places where unneeded combustibles accumulate. Throw out any old newspapers or
magazines that have collected there during the winter.
Store flammables like cans of paint in a corner well away
from the household heating unit. If you have been painting,
and have oily rags, nearly empty paint containers or worn
out brushes, throw them out.
If yOU have an attached garage, cleaning it up is part of
the over-all job. If oil has dripped on the garage floor during the winter, clean it up and scour the oil stained spot
with a grease-cutting detergent. If you keep gasoline in the
garage for use in a power lawn mower or an outboard motor
boat, be sure you keep it in a container

Second Annual Sale
REGISTERED ANGUS

Mechanic on Duty 6 am 10 pm
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right . . .
We'll Do It Again Free

SERVICE STATION
45•51 By-pass — Highlands
.aW
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at

Record Storage Cabinets
Walnut or
Mahogany Finish

$11.95

C- H Discount Furniture
41h and Ky. Ayes, Fulton, Ity.
Phone 472-1012

Office In Union City
PHONE 479-2941

Chalet Malt Chocolate and Vanilla

wesmelaw

•111111111111111111

Then you know it's Quality Cheke

We give
< Kix
quality stamps 'NV

Those
or tun,
)(lit it
479 NM
—
SERVI
base
oppnr1
paint?
baby sit
— U

is
The in -County Credit II
not an "Only Child." It has brother bureaus all over this United
States, with which it interchanges data. Consecitiontly the
man who is known in Fullers
County for prompt fulfillment
of financial obligations will find
himself preceded ev•rywher• by
that reputation,

built in Japan,' It will transport
crushed limestcne from an inland quarry to an island port,
traveling tbrough 14 channels,
and crossing 13 highways and
a main railroad line

Wednesday, March 9, 1966 - 12:30

For Catalogues: Contact Charles Cannon
P. 0. Box 6, Fulton, Ky,

Service of First Methodist
Church also makes a monthly
Jonation. Friends sometimes
lave given memorial gifts by
way of donating to the agency.
Cash contributions are greatly
needed and can be left with Mrs.
Cavite Olive at the Chamber of
Commerce office

Pc. Table Group
End Tables
1 Coffee Table
15.95

Clothes Bank
Aiding Many
At Fulton
FULTON, Ky. — The FultonObion Counties Clothes Bank,
located in Fulton, continues to
operate under the sponsorship
of the Fulton Ministerial Alliance to meet the needs of many
families in the area.
Last year, more than 200 families with from one to It children received over t.3 -items
of clothing. When there were
no shoes available to fit school
children, who could not leave
home without them, 22 pairs of
new shoes and socks were purchased.
More than 2S0 new dresses for
school children were sewed last
. ear from pre-cut dress kits

March 3, 1966

A inn-m,le conveyor belt— the
longest in the world—is being

Sale Will Be Held 4 Miles North of Union City On
Highway 5 To Woodland Mills. Then East 1 Mile
At The Whipple and McCollum Farm.

SELLING
8 Bulls - - 57 Females
OBION COUNTY
ANGUS ASSOCIATION

given out to clubs and individuals through the Fulton Chamber of Commerce office, The
kits proved to be popular with
local women and sewing groups.
The churches of Fulton, which
are members of the Ministerial
Alliance, give a small monthly
sum to help pay the operating
costs of the Clothes Bank. The
Woman's Society of Christian

You know, also, that you'll be getting unique flavors. Like
our Chalet Malt Chocolate with Vanilla Ice Cream. We use good,
light malt chocolate. Lots of it. Then we blend it with our own
special vanilla. And you get an ice cream that's half
rich vanilla and half creamy malt chocolate. Chalet Malt
Chocolate with Vanilla. Like a malt you eat with a spoon! •
Next time you shop, remember that ours is one of the
select dairies authorized to carry the Quality Chekd label.
It does make a difference.

— DISTRIBUTED BY —

Pure Milk Company
FULTON. KY.

DIAL 472-3311

March 3, 1966
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Those interested in piano repair
or tuna% by a person i with excelSent qualificatMns. please call
4219.2984 for further inlorm,eion.
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FOR SALE! Nice brick borne,
modern cons eniences, double garage. 3 acres of lantl, on Eas: Slate
Line, 1 mile front Fulton Phone
479.1553, Burch Moon,

SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
STUMPS REMOVED. Modern,
opportunity in classifieds. Do you . high-speed machine reduces to
paint? do alterations fix bicycles? chips in minutes. H. G. Shaw,
babt sit' Make that spending mon- Hickman, Ky; 33e-tiot.
ey — use Shopper classifieds'
WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
somarangilotomossmanemeamic
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
•
'Southern States Co-Operative, Fulton
_
NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at Use
Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
:
beautiful variety, sure to please!

;
WE ARE IN A STATE 0
EMERGENCY.—Dtie to hundred
of inquiries for the FAMOUS KEI,
TUCKY STATE HOSPITAL
LIFE PI.ANS, we are in dire nee
of at least four representatives ft
Fulton & surrounding counties.
you are at least 21 years of age r
over and wish to make $100 pc
week or more, guaranteed while
training, call or write STATE INSURANCE COMPANT
OF KENTUCKY
P. 0. BOX 1097
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
PHONE 684-4403
I
1

USED FURNITURE

a Bureau Is
' It has bro.
the United
it interquently the
in Fulton
fulfillment
ins will find
trywher• by

BARGAINS
Near Tel All Bargain Seekers/
Ole Bill has a 62 Chess II
with automatic drive and ieal
low mileage It's white with
sporty red interior What a ter
see it JI
rifle bargain!

Refrigerators
Stoves

Younger Woman's Club
Elects Mrs. Thomas Harper

$15 & up
$20 & up

TRUCK DRIVERS
Semi or Str•Ight Diesel or Gas
Alps 21-40
Some experience helpful but not
necessary. You can earn over $3
per hour after short training. For
application.write Nation Wide Semi
Division, % Haeckl Freight Terminal Bldg., 1255 Corwin Avenue,
Hamilton, Ohio. Or call 513.895-8727,
evenings 513-241-5572.

solu,
IE:21;
MARTIN
SEN OUR
PAINTS

r
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Living Room Suites
$10 & up

Thar's GOLD in
them thar attics!

at Kon-Tonn Auto Sales x, NEW BEDROOM SUITES
iie=Peli4ONP,K=Ibe 19i
ONLY $68.88

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"

WADE'S USED

Furniture Store
Phone 472.3421
Fulton
61 CHEVROLET 2-door, black;
clean, downer
64 CHEVROLET 4-door; white
61 CHEVROLET hardtop 6-cyl
automatic; clean
61 FORD 4-dosr; automatic
•
60 CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
354
•400 ACRES good land. approx
1 owner
allot:
cotton
acres
cropland, 40
61 FORD 6-cyl. 1-dose;
a
out
figures
(This
$36,000.
iced
Pi
str•ight shift; clean
around $215 per acre).
II GALAXIII V.1; Automatic
--619 STUDEBAKER, 00 St. D.
a UNIT MOTEL, nice living quat
60 FALCON 2-door, black,
ters. approx 5 acres land Locatett
straight
•
•
VII,
on US 45-E at Greenfield.
wagon,
Station
50 FORD
GROCERY & CAFE doing good
automatic, 4-door
o
east
highway
Paris
on
,
business
II CHIV Impel* 1-dr; VI,
Dresden Improvements (inclortme
automate
5 room house) hate table almosE
69 FORD VS 4-41r, stralgM
to asking price of entirte
equal
Ford
4-deer
69 Red said White
•
•
pr,:eertt
0814'4, Hardie. automatic
FARMS to choose from
OfilEll
$ CHOY wagon, 1-41ser

only

I urea':

FOR SALE

on City

9-2941

SE VOLKSWAGEN van
SI CHEV. 6-crl avternatte
IS FORD 6deer

'c 235-2302

Greenfield, Tenn,

t

25.2S Miter cars, trucks

Dial 4714362
US 44-S1 Bypass, North

'LATE MODELS.
mid* bed.
65 CHEV. PU, long
Ve
local; low
65 CORVAIR 4-Dr.
mileage
wide hod
65 CHEV. PU; short
6$ CHEVELLE
hardtop
65 CHIVELLE 2 door
45 CHEV. 2-door hardtop
•r
cer•rdrive
2-door VS, PO
64 CHEV.
2-dr. 4
64 CORVAIR Mona•
speeds
mileage,
64 CHEV. local, low
straight
64 OLDS. 4-dr; power, •ir
64 CHEV. convertilble VS; P9
61 VOLKSWAGEN
CHEVELLE 4 dr; local
auto.
64 BUICK special V6;
matte
bed
63 CHEV. PU; long wide
63
63
63
43
63
62
61
61

FORD 4-dr. VS, straight
BUICK convertible; local
FORD Fairlana 4-dr. Vt
CHEV. Impala 444r. VS, pg
CHEV, Bialair•Iddr. 6 cyl;
straight
CHEV. VII 4 tirVII straight
-LHT; autoCHEV. VI 4 cli,
matic
CHEV. B•lair Cdr. 4 cyl
straight
FORD 4 dr. 6 cyl. straight
CORVAIR 4-dr. Pg
TRIUMPH Star, Wag; 4-dr.

61
61
61
60 CHEV. 2-ton truck
60 DODGE 2-dr. straight; 6.
cyl; low mileage
59 FORD wagon
57 CHEV, 2-ton truck; grain
bed
57 PONTIAC 4-dr. HT

NW

hirdtop
64 G•lavirr SOO 4-door
S. automatic; pOw•r steering
, 11Hardtop
NS
64 Folders*
Cmisamatie, black and

w.

Cruise63 (2) Galindo SOO, V-11
ma tic
43 Galante 518-Air arid POVIste
local 1 owner car
43 &al Alm Sedan, local Ina
OWItef
Ford63 FAIRLANE 500 V-S,
erratic; extra clean; low
mileage
62 FAIRLANE 500 VS; straight
shift, one owner; low mite-

61
59
Si
57
57
65

64

63

4hev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton Main office 472-2466
Ellis Heldman — Aubrey Taylor — Larry Stay; Dwain and
Dan Taylor

Bill Aire Sedan, Ci01111 6 syl.
power g I ide
Impala Convortiblit, S-cyl.
stick-rod
Wagon, I cyl. poweralado
CHEVROLET Belair sedan;
extra nice
FORD 4-door hardtop; local
1-owner; •xtra clean
CHEVROLET pickup; long
bad, many extras; 1,000
miles
FC RD pickup I. power
st-ering, cruisomatic, air;
extra clean
Chevrolet pickup

FURNACE INSPECTION
S
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERT
04L, COAL
Ft'RNACF: SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS.
new LWOW; Gas
Froo estimate on cost of installing •
Heat-Pump-Electric
Furnace, air Conditioner, All Electric
Furnaces,
CALI, COLLECT

L
SMALLMAN SHEET META
472-1912

FULTON,

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

BARDWELL. Ky. — Hickman
became the First Region grade
,rhoil champion Saturday night.
defeating Murray Douglas 45-39
III the finals of the tourney here.
Farmington edged heirdwell
riti-65 in overtime for third place
honors
(idly Long with 12 and Cub
Stokes and lommy Heplin with
II each led Hickman to the
crown.
Albert Scott netted 20 in a losing cause for runenm Douglas
In consolation play. David
Sams tossed in 34 points for the
night to take high honors for
Bardwell and for the night
Tommy Coil contributed 12.
Alfred Dell: scored 20. Phil
Foy scored 21 and Gary Sanderson 13 for Farmington

Fulton County
Medical Auxiliary
Offers Scholarship
FULTON, Ky, — The Fulton
County Medical Auxiliary is offering a scholarship In nursing
or in any field relating to the
study of medicine.
This scholarship is open to
either male or female. Any interested person may contact
either Mrs. M. W. Haws or Mrs.
G. F. Bushart,

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

BENNETT SHEET METAL COMPANY
Heating, Air Conditioning, Electrical and Guttering
WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Phil Archer, Owner
Water Valley. Ky.

Office Phone 355-2650

ItE_AL EST V1L FOR SALE
COL. C. W. BURROW, Broker
-'I •
III l('
in High A nice 2-bedroom brick with
Nice 2-bedroom house
for quick ,o,airt. rooms. Located on 1.7 acres
lands. Attractively priced
nd Two-Tenths mile out of
sale.
South Fulten on 45E. Price has
bed3
been reduced.
3 acres of land with large
room,
room house with den, living
large
dining room, plenty of
garNice large house in good comb.
closets, 2 bath , enclosed 2-car
tenant tion and reasonabh priced. Located
age, and a good 3-room
pecan
in Water Valley, Kentucky.
house, plenty fruit trees,
ble
trees. This is a very comforta
country home for any size family.
Located within 1-2 mile of city
Good house, large lot located
limits, Kentucky side.
on Broadway, South Fulton.
Tnis place can be converted into
Priced
Nice 3-bedroom house with den, 2 commercial property.
baths, carport, located in Country right.
Club Court.
Extra nice 2-bedroom brick with
If you are in the market fir
large rooms, plenty of large ttn especially nice home and 44
closets. Located in Country Club afford a home priced at $30,001
Court.
or more, I can offer you a goorlf
,A good 4-bedroom house, 2-car dealgarage. Located on Arch Street.
-Good 5-room house located life:
house on 108 Cedar Street,
large
East Fultoia
good
very
A
reason- nice lot. Price Is reasonable.
Green Street. Priced very
able.
Nice 3-bedroom house with
den, modern kitchen and bath,
coated on good lot In Highlands, Fulton, Kentucky. This
if
house is an extra good buy
you nted plenty of room.

t

Good 7-room house in exe
lent repair, 144 baths, cent
basement, loca
gas heat. in
on Walnut St. Owner says sett
price will be right.

I;11

I 51 'II I:1 I \l

If you would like to invest In
a thriving business, look at this
of
one. A very valuable piece
real estate —
anan
This business combines,
tique shop in the some building,
stocked with very valuable oats
tiques. Located on Broadway In
outh Fulton. IS the owner of
able
his business were well and
be
o operate it, it would not

for sale at any price. This bu.s:Vi
'nen will really make monai
and is priced to aell.
Mai:
Brewer Machine Shop,
large lot and good building
rented.
now
y
Propert
The Robert Goodwin Groel
Store B uilding . G ood location a
priced for a quick sale.

PHONE

small
Ill acres with 70 acres of 'poi
- 15 acres of land with
of bottom land House has modern*
ouse located 44 mile south
conveniences and is in goolg
ukedcrn, Tennessee
condition.
d
improve
99 acres of well
land witr
40 acres of good
land in Hickman County.
new 5-room house, all modem
_ —
convenienu:s located north os
320 acres of good hill land Fulton-Dukedom Highway. Nice
near Bardwell, Kentucky. Price countr • home
Is right.
— with
8 am. ot good hind
13 acres of good land withl
small heuse, large fishing lake beautiful building site
located
gitli
located on highway In Tennes- 14 miles east of
Fulton
Price within reach of al- Kentucky side.
see.
most anyone.
Hans.
61 PONTIAC, 4 dr. sedan, auto,
-----$1405
R & H, all white
. sedan, power
/ r 65 CHEV, IMPALA, 4 dr—
st. A brakes, auto. trans. R & H, green
2195
w white top SPECIAL! at
61 PONT. STARCHIEF, 421 enspne, pow.
•r St. & be., factory air, auto. trans.,
R & H, twrotone in sronze and ivory.
$2595
Only
62 CHEV, Impala, 4 dr. hardtop, power
st. & be, automatic, R & 94, white w rad
$1595
interior
63 FORD Galoxie SOO, 2 dr, factory air.
$139S
auto, trans, turquoise and only

trans.
61 PONTIAC, 4 dr, hardtop, auto.
51495
R & H. Maroon & Whin only
factory air,
62 RAMBLER station wagon,
$1195
R & H, white
auto,
60 OLDSMOBILE, 4 dr. hardtop,
or
trans. power st. & hr. air cond, whit.
and
bronze Interior. A real nice car
$195
only
power
59 CHEV, Impala, 1 dr. hardtop,
white. A
vi. A be. auto, trans. green G
$695
steal at

2 Acres land with new 3-bed
32 acres of good land, good house
and barn with modern con,eM- room house; en a main highwar
rliees. This is a very n'ge elcsn Really priced reasonable.
place. Located One-Terth mile off
55 acres of good land with
a black-topped road, north of
very nice house, central hest, bath.
Water Valley. Kentucky.
a good barn and plenty of outbuildi
fences in excellent eon,
25 acres of level land with a logs, also
on good highway:
good small house recently remodel- ditton. Legated
a quick sale.
for
Priced
ed. Located about 3 miles southeast
of Fulton in Tennessee.
11.111\ti
I can furnish you a location
in
Beautiful building lots
Subdivision, Ful- for your new home or build yo4
2s1,adowview
ton, Kentucky.
a house on your location.
Large lot on Carr Street. Very
good location.

VIRDEN
FORD SALES

property
I have other
late not listed in this ad.

‘‘. 1;1 MUM

Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Doe Ferguson, Glenn Starks,
Grad- and Gaylen Varden

I

NOW

Two

Hickman Wins
Grade Crown

attending
Tway letters, ef recommendation are required, one from the
applicant's high school principaL with a reword of scholastic
standing and the second from
another source.
Bushart may tx
Mrs.
contacted for further information.
The acceptance of applications will be continued through
March 31. The names of the
two recipients will be announced
early in April.

Tulion Wm Shopper

311111
62 Olds 4-door hardtop; extra
dean; an) owner.
62 Ford Galaaie Sedan, 4-door,
V4 automatic, Woe, good,
clean, local car.
61 R•mblier; automatic
61 Ford Sedan local one owner
car 6 cyl.
61 Ford Wagon, automatic and
power
40 FALCONS (2) - 2-doors
60 Falcon Wagon

56 FORD 2-door

TAYLOR

Up to
Go on a treasure hunt in your house!
. out to the
the atm, down to the cellar
n items.
garage. You'll lind all hut lorgotte
motor
things you no longer need. That old
the upboat engine. those college teat books.
items that ma
right piano. that tricycle .
bc as good as gold to somvone else.

BEST

casion.
The club alsc voted to sponsor "open hou,e'• during Library Week in cooperation with
the Clinton Woman's Club.
The hostesses, Mrs. La rry
Harper, Mrs. Stanley Hopkins,
Mrs. Billy Weatherford and
Mrs. R. Br Jewell Jr., served 3
dessert course to 12 members
and three guests, M.. and Mrs.
Benson, and Mrs. Gerald Greer.

FULTON, Ky. — The Fult.on
County Medical Auxiliary met
Disat the Derby Restaurant.
cussion centered around t he
auxiliary's scholarshop loan
program. Two scholarships in
other
the field of nursing or in
fields relating to the study of
offered.
be
will
medicine
There have been six applipd
tions thus far. Any intereste
person should write a letter of
her
application, stating his or
field of study and the school in
which he or she is interested in

in a
List these things and offer them for sale
low COSI classified ad. Similar ads have worked
one can work for you.
wonders for others
Phone ?who.'

WILSON MOTORS

hour on "Conservation —Clean
Air and Clean Water."
The organization voted to of
serve the 75th anniversary r
the founding of the Federaticr
of Women's Clubs in connectio,
with the club federation meet
ing scheduledfor Monda
March 14, se. 7- 30 p.m in :hi
library. Mr. Malcolm Cross,
district governor from Calvert
City. vrIll be sivaker for the oc-

Scholarship Loan
Prograni Discusscil
By Medical Auxiliar y

ROBERT GOOLSBY
Real Estate

54 CAB over, 1 1 -2-tan truck,
good condition
54 FORD truck, 6-cyl; geed
condition
I). CHEVROLET pickup; aver •190

CLINTON, Ky.—Mrs. Thomas
Harper was elected president of
the Clinton Younger Woman's
Club at a meeting of the organization Thursday evening at 7.30
o'clock in the clubhouse. Mrs.
Harper succeeds Mrs. Bill Harper who has served for two
years in that position.
Other officers for the coming
year will be: first vice president, Mrs. Earl Warren: second
vice president, Mrs. Larry Lewis; recording secretary. Mrs.
Reginald Harper: corresponding
secretary, Mn. Dale PurkIsher.
and treasurer, Mrs. David Sarten.
Billy K. Benson, work unit
conservationist with the legal
conservation office here, spoke
to the group during the program

For The

I. ill
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